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News In Brief
Library reopening scheduled
for Thursday, Trevathan says
The Calloway County Public Library will reopen Thursday morning, according to Margaret Trevathan, director.
Trevathan said the carpet installation will be complete and
hopefully all books will be back on the shelves by that time.
Hours of the library are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday ; 9
a m. to 5 p m.. Saturday and I to 5 p.m., Sunday

Elsewhere...
Ike Amedeled Pres,

MANAMA,Bahrain — Iraqi warplanes struck a Greek-owned ship.
killing at least one crewman, and Western nations reportedly warned
ship owners that Iran may use new fighter bombers in an offensive
against shipping in the Persian Gulf.
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka — Indian soldiers backed by tanks and artillery fought Tamil rebels in a battle for the guerrillas' northern
stronghold that has claimed at least 180 lives.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan. angry about the campaign
--UsEdlO'Ctitttilelletbert Ft: Bork's nom inaticm:to the -Supreme-Court-is
complaining that opponents used tactics of distortion that have no
place in the judicial process.
11/.4.N/ — Hurricane Floyd skimmed Florida's Keys with SO mph
winds, spawning tornadoes and sending some coastal residents fleeing inland, before heading into the open waters of the Atlantic.
SEW FORk — The number of U.S. billionaires nearly doubled this
year to 49, including a 31-year-old computer whiz and a Campbell's
soup heir. Forbes magazine report in its list of the 400 wealthiest
Americans.
CHICAGO — Vice President George Bush, kicking off an "all-out.
full-bore" presidential campaign, is emphasizing several themes
that have drawn scant attention during the Reagan years.
RUSSELL, Iowa — Investigators are studying the possibility that
an improperly aligned railroad switch put Amtrak's California
Zephyr on a collision course with a construction crane, injuring 126
pautoengers and crew members.
W,4SHINGTON — Employers intend to keep a tight lid on wage increases in their negotiations with unions next year despite higher inflation, a tighter labor market and increased productivity, according
to a new survey.
WASHINGTON — Medicare recipients would be steered to specific
doctors designated as -preferred providers" under a proposal being
considered by the Health Care Financing Administration. HCFA
administrator William L. Roper said Monday the proposal'is intended to
cut costs of the public insurance program. He said Medicarepatients
would be steered to the selected doctors through use of financial
incentives.
UNITED NATIONS — U.S. and Soviet negotiators have removed a
key obstacle to an arms treaty by agreeing to a timetable for elimination of medium-range nuclear missiles, according to a Soviet deputy
foreign minister. Vladimir F. Petrovsky on Monday told The U.N.
General Assembly's First('ommittee, which discusses disarmament
issues. "Agreement has been reached on the article on phasing the
elimination of missiles."

Company facts
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•Headquarters: White Plains N V .8th
largest U S corporation in 1986 and 3d
Largest oil company
•Fouixlecl: 1902 as the Texas Co
•RIPV•flUeS: $-32 6 bean in 1986 vs
347 5 Nikon in 1985
•Net income: $725 million in 1986 vs
2 billion in 1985
•1987 stock price range: high 540 00.
low 533 12
•Employees worldwide: 52 000
•Main ectivey: Company involved in coi
and gas exploration production arid
rflarkettng worldwide Maintains 28
percent stake in oil assets of Arabian
American Oil Co (ARAMCO) the Saudi
Arabian oil company Worldwide crude
oil reserves total 2 9 billion barrels
Chicago rot:rune Graphtc
Source Chtcago Trtavne news reports
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger &
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
F.ridoy or by.130 p m Saturday
are urged to cull 733-1916 bet
weAn 8:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or

3:30 p.m. tend 4 p.m. Saturday.
OHIca Hours — 4 a.m. 3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, Sam. 12
p.m. Saturday.

35 CENTS

Sisk honored with Christa McAuliffe
award; first recipient from Kentucky
Jane Sisk. a biology teacher at
Calloway County High School, was
named a 1987 recipient of a $25,300
Christa McAuliffe Fellowship
earlier this month, She was at
Paducah Tilghman High School
Monday as part of a regional inservice day.
A teacher at Calloway County
High for over 20 years, Sisk was
the first recipient from Kentucky.
Sisk was selected for a proposal
she submitted titled, "The Study
of Water Quality as an Instrument
to Effectively Teach Biology."
"I proposed that you could teach
most or many of the concepts and

topics in biology through the study
of water quality," Sisk said.
"Water quality is something that
is a concern nationwide."
Sisk will develop instructional
videotapes and strategies for
teaching biology through the collection of water samples.
The Christa McAuliffe
Fellowship is a federally funded
program honoring the teacher who
died in the explosion of the space
shuttle Challenger.
The program provides
fellowships to outstanding
teachers to enable and encourage
them to continue their education,

develop innovative programs or to
engage in other educational activities that could improve the
knowledge and skills of teachers.
Sisk, who only recently learned
of the possibility of a grant, said
she had been thinking about her
project for several years.
Though she is not teaching this
school year, Sisk will be working
on her project in Murray and
hopes to get input from area
teachers concerning her project.
Other honors that Sisk has
received include the Presidential
Jane Sisk
First recipient ofa usrd

(Cont'd on page 2)

Preserving the past

Wilkinson
finding what
it's like as
the favorite

Bertie Creekrnur Gingles. left, is shown receiving a plaque from Roberta Padgett, librarian
of the Kentucky
Genealogical Society, Monday during ceremonies in Murray. tingles received the award
for her outstanding
work with the state society in preserving genealogical records for future generations. The honor,
which is one
Of only three awards given in the state, was originally scheduled to be given at an awards
banquet earlier this
year. however, tingles was unable to attend that meeting.
Staff photo by

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP I —
Wallace Wilkinson spent nearly
two years and more than $2.3
million of his own money seeking
the Democratic nomination for
governor.
He went through much of that
campaign ignored by his rivals,
who were busy taking shots at one
another.
He likes to say
he was the
"underest n of
underdogs" in
that race.
Republican
John Harper is
familiar with
ViallaceNilkinson
that process. As
a Republican who got into the race
only after the party's pre-ordained
candidate. Le'xir4ton attorney
Larry Forgy. withdrew, Harper
went through a lackluster primary
that was widely iinored.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Legislators under gun during special session
FRANKFORT. My I Ai" —
After years of study, discussion
and debate. the workers' compensation issue has come home to
roost with the General Assembly,
which faces enormous pressure to
end the talking and do something
about it.
But despite a widespread opinion that a concrete proposal is all
but engraved in stone. lawmakers
are likely to fight many of the old

tights again when they gather
Wednesday to heed Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' call for a special
session.
Kentucky employers — large
and sma1t — have been the
primary moving force behind the
special session because they are
the ones who foot the bill for
workers' compensation.
Their major concerns have been
the rapid growth in the obligation

of the Special Fund and, to a lesser
extent, a desire to overhaul the entire system.
The debate in the legislature
will center on those two subjects
and revolve around a bill drafted
primarily by Sen. Ed O'Daniel, a
Springfield Democrat who also
served on the governor's workers'
compensation task force.
The bill includes all of the
recommendations of the task

force tor changing the system as
well as a formula for raising the
m
y to pay the obligations of the
Sp ial Fund.
e funding formula will be the
st or ous point of contention.
t has been accepted that $110
million per year is needed to retire
the obligation and pay continuing
benefits from the Special Fund.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Hays to serve as MSU's
parade grand marshal

—Today's Index
One Section — 12 Pages
Classifieds '
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Comics
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Crosswords
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Dear Abby.
• .10
Horoscope
4
Murray Today.
4
Obituaries
6
On Education
5
Perspective
3
Sports
8, 9

Eituf CAASS SATE

America's Retirement Choice

Scott Wtison

•Hisodquerters: Houston Texas
167th largest US company in 1985 and
22d largest oil company
•Founded: 1889 as the South Penn Oil
Co
•Revenues: $I 92 billion in 1986 vs
$224 billion in 1985
111 Net income: $45 4 million in 1986 vs
$1132 million in 1985
•1987 stock price range: high $88 50.
low $66 50
•Employs worldwide: 8,000
•Main activity: Company primarily
involved in oil and gas production and
marketing but sulphur mining and
marketing accounts for approximately
one-third of net income Estimated U S
Canadian and North Sea crude oil
reserves were 18 million barrels in 1985
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MURRAY - KENTUCKY LAKE

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879
MURRAY. KENTUCK

k.

Forecast
Tonight, clearing and cold
with a low in the upper 30s.
Light wind.
Wednesday. mostly sunny
and warmer. High around 70.
Light southeast wind.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies and
pleasant conditions Thursday
through Saturday with highs in
the 70s and lows in the 40s.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

354.9
355.0

Jackie Hays — parade grand marshal

News anchor Jackie Hays, a 1979 Radio-TV
graduate of Murray State University, will
serve as Grand Marshal of the 1987
Homecoming Parade on Saturday, Oct. 31.
"We believe Jackie's return to Murray
State fits in with our Homecoming theme
("It's a Trick or Treat Homecoming"
because it will be a real treat to have her
home with us," Itsy Galloway. homecoming
chairman, said.
Ms. Hays will lead the annual procession on
Main Street from downtown Murray to the
campus beginning at 9:30 a.m.
A 1975 graduate of Henry' County High
School in Paris, Term., Ms. Hays received a
special scholarship from MSU President Constantine W. Curris based on her academic
performance and leadership ability at HCHS.
The Radio-TV major worked as an intern at
WPSD-TV 6 in Paducah during her junior and
senior years and anchored the station's
weekend broadcast her last semester at MSC.
She was named Outstanding Senior Radio and
Television and graduated summa cum laude.
v

She went to work at Channel 6 full-time
after graduation, serving as a field reporter
and anchoring early and late newscasts. In
1980, she was hired as a field reporter by
WHAS-TV in Louisville, and after a year there
started anchoring the 6 and 11 p.m.
newscasts.
Ms. Hays joined the "Eyewitness News"
team at KYW"-TV in Philadelphia, Pa., the nation's fourth largest TV Market, in March
1985. She divides her time between the anchor
desk and field reporting at the NBC affiliate.
The newscaster will join a new team in
April when she moves back to Louisville to
serve as co-anchor at WAVE-TV.
An award-winning journalist, Ms. Hays
re&ived a Dartmouth Award for Economic
Understanding 1984 for a five-part report on
medical costs, and was nominated for an Emmy award in 1986 for a five-part series on
women's prisons during which time she spent
two weeks in a women's prison in New
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Jack Ward
retiring from
teaching

1.6
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Williams, Travis are big winners
at 21st CMA awards Monday night

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP 1 :Travis, 28, broke a two-year hold
awards as No. 1 female vocalist
Hank Williams Jr., whose career that Texas cattle rancher
broke We record set by Tarim*.
George
spans three decades, and rising
Strait had maintained as male
Wynette from 1968 to 1970. Loretta
star Randy Travis earned top
vocalist of the year
Lynn also earned the honor three
honors at the 21st annual Country
His No. 1 June hit, "Forever and
years, but not consecutively.
Music Association awards show.
Ever, Amen," won song of the
Winners were chosen by the
Williams, carrying on the tradiyear. The award went to the com- 7,500 singers, songwriters, musition his father began 35 years ago, posers. Paul Overstr
"I just came over to help Jim
eet and Don cians, disc jockeys, music
won the prestigious entertainer of Schlitz.
Lawson out until he got a teacher
publishers and others in country
the year award and the award for
and I've been here for nine years
Ms. McEntire's four straight music.
video of the year, for "My Name is
and two months to the day."
Bocephus."
Jack Ward. Kentucky's OutstanTravis, who was cooking catfish
ding Vocational Educator for 1987,
and singing part-time in a
is retiring from his career as
Nashville nightclub less than three
teacher at Murray-Calloway Counyears ago, was voted male
ty Area Vocational Center. Ward
vocalist of the year, won single of
has taught Appliance Repair for
the year for "Forever and Ever,
nine years and has served as
Retiring teacher Jack Ward, right, and Industrial Procese
s Instructor Amen"
educational consultant for the
Gene Evans. left. demonstrate new machining equipm
and earned top album for
ent
to students the
school's new Industrial Processes
George Nichols, Brenda Eldridge, and Craig Heron
million-seller ''Always and
at
the
Murray - Forever."
program.
Calloway County Area Vocational Center.
He has had an active VICA stuThey shared major honors Mondent organization and has served in
day night with former rodeo barVICA at local, state, and national
rel racer Reba McEntire, who was
levels, including a stint as national
chosen female vocalist of the year
committeeman,
that helps the community."
trades are entering new horizons for an unprecedented fourth
Other activities include: (11 serJack Ward believes it is not
with new techniques, new tools in straight time.
ving as curriculum development enough to teach students the
The awards were announced at
all trades, "new everything." He
consultant for the state, (21 revis- employability skills and the apbelieves vocational education can the Grand Ole Opry House during
ing the state competency test for pliance repair fundamentals
serve as a bridge for these changes. a 90-minute network television
his field, (3 participating in staff necessary to get a job. He has
special.
exchange with local businesses,(41
worked diligently to teach students
The entertainer of the year
An elder at the Seventh and
mainTaiiiing update —training to be honest in their work. to accept Poplar Church of Christ. Ward is in honor, the top award, capped off a
through industry workshops. (5 ) responsibility for their own actions, charge of building and grounds and long wait for recognition ky
working closely with area business to "grow up." To quote minister will be spending the first few Williams, who has been regarded
and industry (6) working full time John Dale, "He is a peacemaker, months of his retirement oversees as something of a renegade by the
Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams has released the aboye
photo
in repair service after completeing a generous and exemplary man in ing the construction of their new Nashville music establishment.
showing some of the marijuana recently confiscated
during a raid on a
his day in teaching.
his demeanor and total life. He is church building on Glendale. He
"This is the one," Williams, 38,
farm near Crossland. Pictured aboye are Deputy
Sheriff Billy Paul
Ward is proud of his program as hard a working man as I have leaves immediately to lead a mis- said in his acceptance speech.
Howard. right. and Ihnid Harrington, Assistant Callowa
y County At
graduates and is happy to have had ever known."
sion team from his church for eight "This is the one ol' Bocephus' been
torney, left, who accompanied the Sheriff's Departnient
on the
the opportunity to help train high
A strong advocate of vacational days work in Florida.
looking for, I'll guarantee you."
Deputy Sheriff Dan Bazzell, who also participated in the seizure raid.
. is not
school students for productive education, Ward believes "college
Vocational school principle Jim Bocephus is the nickname his
pictured.
employment. According to his last is not for everybody. In the fifteen Lawson says, "I have appreciated father gave him as a child.
three-year followup data, every years this school has been open, his ability and his expertise as a
His late father was a country
incentive program.
student completing his program
more than enough people have teacher. He has been very loyal and music pioneer with hits like "Your
had a job. "Most of these graduates been put to work to justify its ex- dedicated to the school and his Cheatin' Heart" and
Such financial rewards. which
"I'm So
are living and working locally, and istence." According to Ward, students. We will miss him."
Wilkinson said could be used in
Lonesome I Could Cry." Williams-, (Cont'd from page 1)
any way teachers see fit. would onsaid, "He would be a pretfy prou0
- 4 Since winning
ly
prompt the teaching of subjects
othe.
nominat
ion,
papa, I guarantee you."
though. Wilkinson has managed to
tO be teited,-Hatper Warned.- "
raise enough money to repay his
Getting their messages ow
loans to his campaign and another
however, provides perhaps the
$2. million to boot. He has also
most striking difference between
found allies among former foes
the two candidates.
RUSSELL, Iowa (AP) — A
and the support of the Democratic
properly aligned switch put the authorized to travel at 79 mph
Wilkinson, whose political kitty
The Calloway County School
railroad switch thrown the wrong
is
Party
overflowing, has already bego.)
train on the siding, causing Monapparat
us
that
he
once
when it is running on the east- Board met in special session Monway may have allowed an Amtrak
c riticized
running expensive television corn
day's collision, said Burlington
bound track.
day to take action on a pair of stutrain to barrel into a construction
mercials and, by flying on his per.
Northern spokeswoman Yvette
Johan Westra, a passenger from dent personnel matters.
Wilkinson has also found
crane, knocking both locomotives Brown.
sonal
airplanes and helicopters.
Grand Rapids. Mich., estimated
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
himself the target of barbs from
and 11 cars off the track and injurcan reach any corner of the state
"We're not sure if it was human the train was traveling at 40 to 50 said two
Calloway County Middle
Republican opponent John Harper
ing 126 people, officials said.
with relative ease.
error or a mechanical fault with
mph.
School students were given five- and investigations by the news
Amtrak's California Zephyr was the switch," she said.
Harper, who has raised barely
The crash shook nearby day suspensions for first offenses
media.
carrying 250 people east toward
"My understanding is that the
$1
for each of Wilkinson's Vo
buildings.
of the school system's drug and
Wilkinson. who never ran for
Chicago when it hit a crane being
drives himself to campaign al).
Amtrak ) crew was given a raclio
''I was out here burning some alcohol policy.
political office before and says he
used to lay track on another line
pearances and will likely have
signal to go ahead AO then they stuff and I went in to get a drink
No other board action was taken
of
never will again, is learning what
by Burlington Northern, which
enough money for only a very
came upon the open switch," Tom
water when — boom — they just during the special session.
it's like to be the favorite.
operates the tracks across Simpson, a spokesman for
small commercial campaign.
the
hit each other. It shook the whole
Harper, who is in his second
southern Iowa.
Federal Railroad Administration, house," said Kenneth Woods, 76,
Iranian missile
term as a state representative
Most of the injured suffered
said in a telephone interview from
whose two-story home is 30 yards
from Bullitt County, is also finbumps, bruises or broken bones, Washington, D.C.
hits
Iraq
capit
al
from the crash site.
ding it can get hot in a statewide
hospital officials said. Twelve peo"Obviously, that's something
Amtrak porter Richard Maple
MANAMA. Bahrain API — An spotlight.
ple were admitted to hospitals, we're going to look into to see how
said there had been reports a Iranian missile slammed into the
(Cant'd from page 1)
with the rest treated and released. something like that could
The pressure is beginning to
switch had not been thrown and Iraqi capital today, destroying a
The fund was established to pay
A preliminary investigation
happen."
show.
the train was about to plow into a school and wounding dozens of
benefits to workers who are vicdetermined that a work crew movAmtrak spokeswoman Debbie
The two campg have traded
crew on the tracks when the students in the crowded
tims,,of
an occupational disease or
ed the crane and another car onto
Marciniak said she did not know
charges of negative campaigning
engineer slammed on the brakes.
playground outside, witnesses
whose injuries cannot be at.
the railroad siding to allow the
how fast the train was moving
and Harper has practically made
"Just before we got to Russell said.
tributed to a single employer.
Amtrak train to pass, but an im- when it hit the crane. The train
"little weasel" a campaign
is
they said we had to change tracks.
Earlier today, shipping exO'Daniel's bill exacts some $61
slogan.
We backed up and got on the other ecutives said Iranian gunboats
million of that total from
But beyond the sound and fury.
track." said passenger Mildred sprayed a Saudi-flagged tanker
employers in coal-related inWilkinson and Harper have
Faddis of Oakland, Calif.
with machine-gun fire in the Perdustries with the remainder paid
distinct differences on some of the
"Everything was going sian Gulf off Dubai, the United
by all other employers.
pressing issues of the state.
smoothly and all of the sudden I A-ab Emirates, causing minor
Coal industry lobbyists and
Wilkinson has been adamant in
heard the screeching of the brakes damage and no casualties.
lawmakers from coal-producing
his opposition to a tax increase,
Bill Wells, principal at Murray
areas complain that amount could
Murray High was the first in the and everyone went flying," she
though the claim rings a bit hollow
said. "There was debris
High School, recently returned state to receive
cripple the industry and force
the award when it everyw
when it is added that the pledge
here. It was terrible."
from the Secondary School captured the
many small operators out of
honor in 198.3-84.
extends only until personal inMs.
Faddis
and
more
Recognition Program Awards
than
100
business.
Wells evaluation of schools incomes rise.
(Cont'd from page 1)
other passengers were taken to
Ceremony in Washington, D.C. eluded two in
Other business groups, though,
Virginia and two in
Russell Community School. where
Wells attended the gathering after Maryland. One
Award
for
Excelle
nce
in
say
Democr
The
Science
the coal industry is responsinominee
atic
own
's
of the schools he
residents provided food, drinks
serving as an evaluator of schools looked at, Middlet
and Math Teaching, Outstanding optimistic economic projections ble for two-thirds of the Special
own,
Maryland, and a television for those
this year.
Biology Teacher and Outstanding for the state budget have also been,._Fund debt because of the large
inwon one of the awards.
"I consider it an honor to have
Teacher of Calloway County High
questioned by independeril number of black lung claims that
The local principal pointed out terested in the American League
baseball championship game.
represented Kentucky. It was an an interesting
School.
sources such as the Legislative it pays. The coal industry, they
fact about the
excellent opportunity for me," awards ceremo
"To do a good job you have to
argue. should be responsible for
Research Commission.
ny. Of the winning
Wells said. "Also, it was nice to schools, 21
have
a
good
adminis
tration
,
and
Harper
I
has
been
less
hopeful paying that share.
percent had female
meet U.S. Department of Educa- principals. Wells
think any recognition I have
Disagreement over the recomabout the state's fiscal health and
thought that
tion Secretary William Bennett."
received, a lot of the credit goes to
figure shows the advancement
has warned that a major budget mendations of the workers' comNo less than 271 schools receivmy school board and my adshortfall. looms in the coming two pensation task force, though.
made in education on a national
ed honors at the ceremony. Each level in recent
ministraion, because they have
years. He, too, has proclaimed his could prove a bigger stumbling
years.
school representative received a
always been extremely supportive
opposition to a tax increase but block. ,
Steve Henderson from the Kenflag signifying excellence in tucky Depart
in anything I've wanted to do," she
The recommendations are
has not shut the door as Wilkinson
The following individuals apment of Education
education. Three schools in Ken- and George Frake
said.
crucial
to the funding because
has.
peared
before Judge David Buckfrom Newport
tucky won the honor. They were: High School
"When the administration and
they will reduce future benefits,
ingham in Calloway County Cirtook part in the
A state-sanctioned lottery, one primarily by restricting
Oldham County, Ballard High evaluation with Wells.
school board are behind the
cuit Court on Friday:
the
School and Maryhurst.
teachers, and the parents are of Wilkinson's favorite topics, has eligibility of black lung cases.
Eugene Outland, hearing on proalso become an issue this fall.
behind the teachers, then the
Again, it is coal-county
bation violation, probation revokWilkinson said a lottery will pro- lawmakers who are raising
student
s
are
going
to
do
a
good job
ed, re-sentenced to three years in
the
vide $70 million a year for senior loudest objections.
and the teachers are going to do a
prison.
citizen and early childhood educagood job."
Now, any individual who can
Michael Saunders, theft over
programs after a bonus for prove service in the
tion
mines and has
$100, first-degree persistant felony
Vietnam veterans is paid.
X-ray evidence of scarring of the
offender, pleaded guilty to theft,
Harper has questioned those lungs from coal dust can
PFO dismissed per plea agreereceive
projections and called a lottery an black lung benefit for
s
life.
ment, five-year sentence (Cont'd from page
"addictive, regressive tax" that
1)
Opponents argue such inprobated.
Jersey.
appeals primarily to poor people dividuals have no true
disability.
Danny Morris. custodial inCurrently on Maternity leave
who can least afford to play.
The compromise contained in the
terference and 34 counts of failure
from KYW, Ms. Hays and her husOn education, too, Wilkinson O'Daniel bill establishes
to make written application to
a fourband, Paul Bickel of Louisville,
and Harper hold different views.
year period during which mine'rs
Department of Human Resources
celebrated the birth of their first
M-F
with X-ray evidence, but no imto plan for private adoption, prechild, Katie. on Sept. 19.
Wilkinson said Kentucky's
pairment, can take part in retrial conference set Nov. 13.
9-7
"We're really looking forward public schools have failed to protraining.
Jerry Wayne Miller, two counts
to coming home and being with vide an adequate education and
Sat.
The bill also prohibits coal comtheft over $100, pleaded not guilty,
everyone," Ms. Hays said.
has proposed to, in effect.
panies
from discriminating
pre-tria
l
confere
nce
set
9.
Nov. 13,
The daughter of Jack and Bettie deregulate the classroom teacher. against those individ
uals in hiring.
bond lowered to 10 percent of
Hays of Paris. Ms. Hays is one of He would provide financial incen5:30
Coal-county lawmakers say both
$7,500.
four children, all of whom have at- tives to individual schools whose
[very. Wednesday receive a second set
ideas are flawed.
James Tacker, reckless
tended Murray State, Her older students show improvement on
They have raised questions
homocide, first-degree wanton enof prints absolutely FREE
sister. Debbie Hays Doster of achievement tests.
about what kind of training can be
dangerment, pleaded not guilty,
McKenzie, Term., graduated in
Wilkinson has also declined to given to a miner that would make
pre-trial conference set Dec. 11.
1978, and her brother Reed of embrace the education initiatives him
eligible for the same high
Melinda Sharp, theft of property
Paris went to Murray for two passed in recent sessions of the
wages. They also say that, with
over $100, amended to under $100,
years. Her youngest brother, Tom
General Assembly.
the number of unemployed
pleaded guilty, 12-month sentence
is a sophomore at MSU and serves
Harper has promised to fight to
miners, no company will hire an
Glendale at Whitnell
in county jail conditionally
753-4175
as a resident adviser in Richnond
retain
progra
funding
the
ms
for
individ
ual with black lung and risk
probated.
Hall
and sharply criticized Wilkinson's having him file future claims.
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PERSPECTIVE
The crystal craze
Remember the Pet Rock
craze? You're mistaken if you
think it was buried by Creepy
Crawlers, Smurfs, Garfields
and Transformers. Pet Rocks
are alive and well, and leading the gentrified existence of
quartz crystals in the New
Age spiritual movement.

Movement has attracted
many aging and upscale Baby
Boomers.
Some might also say this is
where the sorcerer's apprentice meets Silicon Valley. Because silicon dioxide, the scientific term for quartz crystal, has super-conducting
properties, New Agers say
the crystals generate energy
and store information as well.
Free enterprise, of course,
is a guiding force behind the
quartz-crystal craze. A
splinter of crystal can go for
as little as El — what pet
rocks once sold for — while
interior-designer blocks sell
for thousands of dollars.
Forbes magazine estimates
that consumers will spend
$100 million this year on
quartz crystals and millions
more on such how-to accessories as books and tapes.
The bottom line may not be
whether a quartz crystal
heals but how it sells at
Christmas.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Kay Bates and Marie Taylor's concerts
spelled `super, entertaining evenings'

This past Saturday night, I saw
fit fixed incomes.
That was super. And, we're going more of Don Story's clarinet,
and listened to one of the primary
A low cost of living, good health
to hear more from Randall, who though, for - as I so often have said
reasons our Murray area was care, plenty of physicians, teaches voice at the
university. He • he is one of the finest I've ever
selected
by Rand McNally as beFrom New York to San
medical specialists and dentists, is good, and that clear, tenor voice heard, and that includes Pete
ing the nation's most desirable low state and local taxes, exof his just rolls out — no red-faced Fountain, Benny Goodman and
Francisco, mystical healing
place in which to retire.
cellent fishing, 21 golf courses straining or visible effort what- even Artie Shaw.
and energizing properties are
It was Kay Bates and Marie
within an hour's drive, dozens of soever on his part.
But, as Don so graciously
being attributed to quartz
Taylor's Puttin' on the Ritz tennis courts, plenty of football
A
couple
other
numbers
reminded
that
me at intermission, the
crystal, tourmaline, amethyst
scholarship benefit concert in the
and basketball to watch and Kay sang that strummed memory spotlight this past weekend
and fluorite. In addition to
plush Robert E. Johnson Theatre
unlimited cultural opportunities chords were "Easy to Love" and belonged to Kay and Marie. It was
medicinal values, "power
at Murray State.
like Kay and Marie's concert - "The Nearness of You." Two their show, and he and the others
It was the greatest!
stones" improve car mileage
these all add up to something others, "Second Hand Rose" and
were careful not to upstage them.
I knew it would be a week ago toif placed by an auto's carbuwe've known all along: This is a "Don't Tell Mama," both
He, drummer Tom, bassman
day when I wrote a little piece
WONDERFUL place in which to humorous, novelty numbers, Tom and trumpeter Bobby Bishop
retor, cut electrical bills if
about it, and tried to convince all
live.
revealed still another area of from Princeton were there to supleft in the refrigerator, and
music lovers of the '30s, '40s and
Not
only
did
and
Kay
Marie
Kay's unusual talent.
help
port the two ladies - and they did
relieve stress and anxiety
'50s eras to hear them. If you missaccentuate that, but they, and the
just that, beautifully.
when carried in pockets, New
ed it, I'm sorry.
four musicians backing them up,
• • •
• • •
Agers assert.
You know, you can pay $20 or
raised a sizeable chunk of money
I wasn't seated where I could
The
six
of
them
received a stanmore for a ticket to see some
with which to provide scholarships see Marie's flying fingers at the ding ovation when it was over. My
There's a connection if this
famous personality perform at the
for music students. And, I trust it piano. I wish I could have been, good friend and Murray State's
reminds you of teddy bears
Fox Theatre in St. Louis, and the
will be used just for that.
because it is hard to believe president emeritus, Dr. Harry
and security blankets. As a
Lord only knows what something
IP •
anyone can play like she does. I Sparks, and his wife, Lois, were
blend of holistic medicine,
similar would cost in New York,
But, back to the basics - back to could see her feet, though. literal- there Friday night as part of VIP,
but you couldn't have been more
meditation, mythology and
Kay and Marie. To have been ly dancing on the pedals.
"Oakhurst" buffet group.
royally entertained by or enjoyed
the occult, the New Age
trained in opera, Kay, a mezzo The "Tunes from Texas"
Saturday morning, he told me
anything more than Kay and
soprano. showed us she could
medley Marie did along with very enthusiastically, "That was
Marie's concert — and for only $5
perch on a stool and sing with the drummer Tom Vanarsdel, who the greatest thing I have ever
a ticket, if you had bought it in
best of them in any supper club or reminds you of Gene Krupa and heard one of our faculty groups
advance.
night club in the country, and that Buddy Rich, and Tom Lonardo, do." And, that's saying a lot,
I firmly believe that many of the
includes Las Vegas.
the bass player, was a classic.
because he and Miss Lois have atpeople who are retiring these days
I wish I had kept tabs on just
Nor could I see Tom's hands as tended more than their share of
and who are looking for an area in
how many of the 40 plus numbers he slapped that bass fiddle. All I faculty recitals and concerts in
WASHINGTON (AP) — What's he had learned. Why would Wood. which to settle are looking for a lot
they did that she sang •• and all could see of him across the piano their day.
the big flap over why CIA Director ward tell Casey before publicamore than simply warm, sunny
from memory! I don't see how was his bobbing head. Next time,
I just hope they do that concert
William J. Casey talked, ap• tion? The one lure that would get
weather.
they do it. I have trouble I'm going to ask for seats on the
— or something like it — again one
patently four dozen times, with his Woodward — or any author — to
• • •
remembering my telephone east side of the theatre so I can see of these days. I really enjoyed
nemesis, investigative reporter, do that would be an offer from
With the cost of living so i high
number.
them play as well as hear them. every one of its 90 or so minutes Bob Woodward?
Casey to give his version of any inand getting higher all the time,
I know it will be a long time It'd be just my luck, though, to and not once did Cathryn have to
The primary answer is as plain formation Woodward unearthed.
I've got a feeling they're more inbefore I forget the one, "Let's Call find the instruments set up entire- jar me awake with an elbow to the
as the nose on* your face: It's in
Under the circumstances, how
terested in and looking for living
the Whole Thing Off," that she did ly opposite.
ribs.
'Casey's job description. He took could either Woodward or Casey - conditions and a lifestyle that will
along with innnr Rnadall Black.
I, too, wish we could have heard
That wasn't sleepytime music.
an oath to do it
resist talking to each other?
The director of central inIndeed they couldn't, and Woodtelligence is charged with "protec- ward writes that Casey "had
.
ting intelligence sources and never once denied my request to
• r•••.).!•Wid
.
methods from unauthorized speak with him."
US IS WM.
disclosure." That task was written
Wi ar =Ms
The proof of this motive on
Ten years ago
''
into the job description by Con- Casey's part is right in Wood.
OWN
VP lb Be PRO?
Construction
workers will be
41
.
gress in the National Security Act ward's book, "Veil: The Secret
•••
working
six
days
a week, every
of 1947.
Wars of the CIA. 1981-1987."
daylight hour, on the pedestrian
Nevertheless, no less an authoriWhen Woodward describes how
overpass and rerouting of
ty than the chairman of the Senate Casey personally planted a bug in
Chestnut Street on Murray State
Armed Services Committee. Sam a foreign official's office, he
University campus in an attempt
Nunn. D-Ga.. said, "When the leaves out what he says Casey told
to
open Chestnut Street to traffic
head of the Central Intelligence him must never be disclosed: the
as
soon as possible, according to
Agency, if indeed that is correct, name of the country and official
Robert Hughes, Transportation ofse:7,v
meets with an investigative involved.
.rnia9
fice of Bureau of Highways,
4,4k
reporter of Bob Woodward's skill
Woodward also writes of
Kentucky.
Sew
and reputation 48 times, or Casey's shock in 1883 when columBirths reported include a boy to
anything resembling that, then I nist Jack Anderson and CBS News
Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Boren, Sept. 15;
think that in itself is very ques-, reported that U.S. intelligence ina girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky King,
tionable and ... very surprising." tercepted Iranian communicaOct. 1; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Even Casey's widow, Sophia. tions. "Casey felt that he might
Ronnie Hutson, Oct. 8.
said her husband never would have been able to talk Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Calhoun
have discussed government and CBS out of zeroing in on the
observed
their 50th wedding ansecrets with Woodward, or even exact source and method used to
niversary
on Oct. 2.
with her. "It was very secretive gain the information. He had no
and he would never tell me. He early-Warning skatein for the
Twenty years ago
wouldn't talk about it to Wood- American news media. He began
Murray-Calloway County
ward. They had nothing in thinking that maybe, of all things,
Hospital has received notification
common."
that a grant of $500,000 has been
he needed a press officer."
But Casey was aware while he
earmarked for the hospital for a
Woodward writes that Casey
headed the nation's spy apparatus told George Lauder, who filled the
50-bed extension.
that one of this city's best known press post. "that the agency needMr. and Mrs. Avery Madrey will
reporters was writing a book ed someone to handle the news
be married for 56 years on Oct. 15.
Mrs. J.B. Dover of Hazel was
• about him and the agency. He had media — to stop damaging
to assume what publication of the stories." Lauder realized, Woodreelected as state historian of Auxbook has proved: that Woodward ward writes, that he would have to
iliary of Kentucky Association of
could not tell that story without get to know reporters and their
Chiropractors at its meeting held
disclosing some secrets of, methods so he could "at least let
Oct. 5-7 at Louisville.
intelligence-gathering.
George Oakley, son of Dr. and
Casey know when some story that
The public prosecutor has had a have expanded dramatically to avoiding written and recorded
As Woodward himself said in a might be trouble was in the
Mrs.
H.L. Oakley, is a fourth year
difficult time shedding its image the point that the defendant pretty statements and simply testifying
television interview Thursday, pipeline."
student
in the College of Dentistry
of the old movies and TV serials. well knows everything about the based upon their memories. Law
Casey "was playing defense and
at
University
of Kentucky,
This is not to totally dismiss the
That is, many people believe that
prosecution before the case goes enforcement officers normally
wanted to shape the story."
Lexington.
theories proposed by Woodward the prosecutor is simply a hard- to trial. In accordance to his
Con- make good witnesses but obviousHow then was Casey to carry out himself and by others.
boiled, vindictive advocate that stitutional duty to see justice done, ly their recollections will not ever
Thirty years ago
his job? He had to try to persuade
For instance, this explanation is
would use any trick of the trade in
the Commonwealth Attorney and be as accurate as written or
L.D. Miller, Rotarian and exWoodward not to publish certain not inconsistent with Casey's also order
to obtain a conviction.
County Attorney must produce the recorded statements taken from
ecutive secretary of Murray
facts or he had to shut down any wanting to try to put his own interWhat many people do not defendant any evidence which witnesses. Ironically, this imChamber of Commerce, directed a
operations in which actions or pretation or "spin" on what would
understand is that a prosecutor —
they may have which would tend balance of discovery reprogram at a meeting of Murray
even lives might be threatened by be a widely read history of his in Kentucky
a County Attorney or to exculpate the defendant or go quirements may in the long run
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Imminent disclosure.
tenure at the CIA.
Commonwealth Attorney — must toward proving his innocence.
enhance the chances of miscarClub House. He presented Robert
To take either action, Casey had
Nor does this motive on Casey's actually wear two hats. First of
On the other hand, with the ex- riage of justice as the quality of
burrow, field representative of
to know which of the agency's part deny the possibility that all, because
of our adversarial ception of the right to procure cer- evidence becomes watered down.
Kentucky
Utilities, who showed a
secrets Woodward had learned.
Woodward and Casey grudgingly system, he is an advocate for the tain written reports and scientific )
especially
public,
The
and
series
of
slides
on "How to ModerCasey had basically two ways to came to respect each other, as State. That means
that it is his du- evidence, the prosecutor does noV jurors, should become more
nize Main Street."
do that. One, he could tap Wood. some commentators have ty to
be sure that the appropriate
have a similar right to discovery aware that while it is tempting to
Murray High School Tigers beat
ward's telephones, follow him and suggested.
evidence is competently submit- of the defendant's case. Defense simply pit the prosecutor against
Bowling
Green Purples 7 to 9 in a
electronically bug his offices, but
There are, after all, some ted and that dangerous criminals lawyers have traditionally claimthe defense lawyer it is really the
football game there.
in the absence of evidence that similarities between the work of be removed from
society. On the ed — and most courts have upheld
goal of truth which must be attainJenny Sue Stubblefield has
Woodward had- committed some investigative reporters and spies.
other hand, he also has the somber them — that to require them to ed, and it is to that end that the
pledged
Delta Delta Delta sorority
crime or was an atiftof a foreign
Editor slitte — Michael J. Snifresponsibility as both an officer of produce information about their
prosecutor is primarily
and
Betsy
Howton has pledged
power, that would be illegal. • • fen has covered intelligence mat- the Court and the Commonwealth
witnesses or expected evidence
committed.
Gamma Delta sorority at UniverThe other method open to Casey ters for The Associated Press in
to seek justice, to include affor- violates the Constitutional rights
sity of Kentucky, Lexington.
was simply to ask Woodward what Washington since 1973.
ding the proper Constitutional pro- to remain silent.
Forty yearsago
tection to the defendant.
Of course, what is happening is
Plans to raise money for a
The U.S. Supreme Court in 1967 with more and more being reSynd Inc
$40,000 student'union building to be
Mirrray Ledger & Times
clearly addressed this noble role quired to be given by the procted on Murray State College
of the prosecutor. It said that his secutor and less and less by the
campus were presented to exWALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
obligation "is not to convict, but to defense lawyer, prosecutors and
ecutive board of Alumni AssociaTED DELANEY, Circulation k Production Manager
see that, so far as possible, truth law enforcement are becoming oftion at a luncheon meeting at ColDAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
emerges. This is the ultimate fended by such an imbalance. This
legiate Inn. Guy Billington
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
statement of his responsibilities to in turn escalates the intesity of the
presented plans and Max B. Hurt
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
provide a fair trial under the due adver-sary system so that truth
was selected as general chairman
The Murray Ledger & Times 1USPS 3070O )
process clause of the Fourteenth does not emerge as much as
Dr. Hal Houston, president,
The Mu
r & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
gamesmanship.
Amendment."
presided.
July 4, Christ
Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
For instance, before a witness is
Consequently, the prosecutor
Dr. A.H. Kopperud announces
Ne
rs Inc. 1001 Whitnell Dr ,Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
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functions under many restraints called by the Commonwealth at
the opening of his officers over
not applicable to the defense
trial, the prosecutor must produce
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lawyers.
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lawyer. The defense lawyer is
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defendant the right to discover
under no obligation to produce
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much, if not all, of the evidence statements made by his witnesses
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AP News Analysis

By Michael Sniffen

Looking Back
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Commonwealth Comment

By Michael D. Ward
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_MURRAY TODAY
Coming community events listed
. Oct. 13
• _
__-.Tuesda‘
Calloway County Adult Basic
Education classes will meet at6
p.m. at Calloway County High
School.
————
Free adult reading program will
be at 6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
———
Dance with music by Bill James
and the Wonder Band will be at
7:30 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will not meet tonight.
————
CPR Class will start at 7 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. For information call
753-1421, Monday, Wednesday or
Friday.
Legion of Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
AA will have an open meeting at
8 p.m. at American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
OVC rival Austin Peay at 7 p.m. in
Racer Area. Admission is free.
————
Pianist Greg Varner will present a free recital at 8 p.m. in
Recital Hall Anex, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
————
Bowling classes for youth, ages
8-12, will start at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University. For information call 762-2716.
————
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————

Tuesday, Oct. 13
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
————
Calloway County Farm Bureau
amnual membership meeting v.•11
be at 7 p.m.
————
Annual membership meeting of
Playhouse in the Park will be at 7
p.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
Inn.
Skating party for Robertson and
Carter Elementary Centers will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating
of Murray
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Registration for two classes in
drawing and painting by Richard
Jackson at Murray Art Guild on
Oct. 20at 2p.m. and 6:30p.m. may
be made today at the Art Guild,
phone 753-4059. or call 753-1867 or
753-7149.

Oaks Country Club women will
have golf and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
and luncheon at 12 noon.
————
Senior citizens activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers. Free blood
pressure checks will be given
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel
Center.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet i“ 2
'p.m. in third floor c- lassroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Area high school seniors and
parents may tour Murray State
University campus and attend
academic sessions. Registration
will be at 9 a.m. in Stables, Curris
Center. For information call
762.2896.

Richard Jackson will begin classes
in drawing, painting at Art Guild
Richard Jackson will begin two
classes in drawing and painting at
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
St., on Tuesday. Oct. 20.
Both classes are designed for
beginners and others who wish to
improve their skills. It will be
open to persons 14 years old and
older, but each class will be
limited to 12 persons. One class
will start at 2 p.m. and the other at
6:30 p.m. on Oct. 20. Both classes

We're Glad
You Asked

When Should I Pre-Plan My
Funeral?
A sage of old once said, "A
man cannot say to the Angel of
Death: 'I wish to arrange my
affairs before I go with you."
Since we cannot know the exact time of our own death, we
are well-advised to prepare for
It — spiritually, ethically,
practically. So it is that arranging one's affairs — including the preparations for
one's funeral in advance of
need — provides the satisfaction and peace of mind in having done it. In so doing, we've
spared our family some
measure of grief and distress
Your Own Choices
We have arranged services
for many people around here
and have several plans for
your consideration. You may
provide for a funeral service
costing neither less nor more
than you wish it to be. Your
decisions will be calm and rational, without stress or strain.
Can you imagine your family
faced with all the burdens of
arranging.a funeral when their
grief and emotions are at their
peak?
It is wise and practical to
have professional counseling
on this pre-planning with plenty of time for deliberation and
discussion. You may call us
for an appointment to get all
the details and discussion you
need.

The Miller
Funeral Homes
311 North 4th St.
Murray
Main Street Hazel

will continue meeting on Tuesdays
for a minimum of four sessions.
Participants will provide their
own materials. The Art Guild is
sponsoring the class from funds it
has earned and funds allocated to
it by the Committee for the Arts of
the Chamber of Commerce, so
there will be no charge for the
class.
Jackson is well-known as an artist and teacher all over Kentucky.
He is a painter and photographer;
is retired from the Art Department of Murray State University
where he was director of the Clara
Eagle Gallery and professor of art
education. He has worked for
many years with the Kentucky
Guild of Artists and Craftsmen as
well as many other.org4nizations
and guilds in Kentucky.
To register or to obtain further
information, those interested my
call the Art Guild (753-4059)
especially on Wednesday, Oct. 14,
or call 753-1867 or 753-7149.
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Wednesday,Oct. 14
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m., Bethel Bible class at 6:30
p.m. and Chancel Choir at 7:30
p.m.
————
Events at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church will include prayer
meeting at 6 p.m. and Bible study
at 7 p.m.
— ——
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan at 7
p.m. at Marjorie Crass; Hannah
with Polly Hohman and Ruth
Wilson with Norma Frank at 7:30
p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include
Business/Prayer meeting, Youth
Bible Study, GAs and RAs at 7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
— ——
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will have a salad supper
and craft auction at 6:30 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Junior Choir
at 6: 30 p.m. and Bible
study/business meeting at 7 p.m.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Choir rehearsal at 6:30 p.m. and Session
meeting at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Austrian writer Folke Tegetthoff will deliver a free public lecture at 7 p.m. in Barkley Room,
Curris Center, Murray State
University.
————
Paintings and drawings by BFA
candidate Randy Simmons will be
on display through Oct. 25 in Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
————
Murray Country Club women
will have golf at 9 a.m., bridge at
9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 11:45
a.m.

Wednesday,Oct. 14
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Harris Grove at 10 a.m. at
Ellis Center; Pacers at 9:30 a.m.
and Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn; New Concord at 11 a.m.
at home of Peggy Mitchell.

Membership meeting tonight
Playhouse in the Park will have its annual membership meeting
tonight )Tuesday ) at 7 p.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. New officers to be installed include Pat Clement as president and Jim
Carpenter as vice president. New members joining the board are David Elliott, Carol Julian and Lavina Belue Outgoing board members include Mark Etherton, Lori Powell, Bob Valentine and Louise Weatherly
Kathie Fleming will take over as past president. Fleming urges all
members to attend the meeting tonight.

Skating party planned tonight

1

Seniors plan bazaar on

Benefit planned at Dexter

Courtney Michelle-,

phens born

Your Individual
Horoscope

card, and the contribution can be
from one individual or from many,
such as a family or group of
employees.
"The program benefits many A
card is sent to the loved one's
family, a thank you card is included for the family, and the AHA
receives valuable support needed
for its life saving efforts through
research, public and professional
education, and community program," said Charles Ross, Division Director, AHA.
•
Persons may take their contributions to Doris Rowland at the
North Branch of the Peoples Bank
or mail them to Rowland at P 0
Box 470, Murray. Ky. 42071.

(May 21 to June 20)
An extravagant inclination socially
could lead to unnecessary expenditure Some moderation is in order A
co-worker extends you a kindness
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PlE
Concentration may be difficult to
achieve regarding immediate tasks
and a long-range plan may be somewhat far-fetched in business The
evening though is made for romance.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Pay no attention to rumors that are
making the rounds. You may have
mixed feelings about an outing and
probably would be happier enjoying
the comforts of domesticity.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Going out with friends could lead
to wasteful spending and having
others over may not sit well with a
family member. Love may blossom
tonight
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You may purchase something out
of the ordinary for your home. Some

zez

able to helping others out. Don
overboard tonight
CAPRICORN
•
(Dec 22 to Jan 1()
Something is bothering you a),
'• ,
close relationship, though you I,
not quite he able to put your linger
it. Tonight brings you a needed
Socialize
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb IS)
elk
You may have to put your t,
down if someone is taking up I.
much of your time We all need •
own space. In business, a (in..
extended to you.
PISCES
vvvero,
(Feb 1)4 to Mar. 20)
-goe•
A tendem•y to spend too n1.1, iv
money on pleasure needs watv
today Some business pressures
evident now Tonight finds you it
your very best

IF BORN TODAY you like 1.x, vv,•
ment in your work and may he
especially talented in fields such aN
acting and brokerage_ You're go4,4i at
taking chances and extricating y,,,,,self from difficult situations

7 - Oa

:i7'•

9'15

''

SPECIAL
ANY 3 ROOMS OFC,,

Kevin Costner and
Gene Hackman in
"NO WAY OUT"(R)

CARPET
"
5

$49.95

HELLRAISER
A F,Irn by Cfrve

DATEBOOK

Thursd- ay,Oct. 15
Calloway County Public Library
will reopen at 9 a.m. after carpet
installation.
Robertson and Carter Elementary Centers will have their montill
————
skate
night at Roller Skating of Murray tonight )Tuesday, from C 1.
Men's Stag Night will be at Murp.m.
Students
may skate for $3 with $1 going to the Parent-Teat h,,
ray Country Club with Buddy
Parker, Bill Holt, Sam Jones and Association Parents and teachers may skate for 25 cents each.
Tommy Sanders in charge.
Nov.
————
Home Department of Murray
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will have its annual baza.,•
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 7, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center
on Ellis Dri‘
at club house.
Murray. Any person desiring to sell handmade articles at the bazaar
————
asked to call Verona Grogan, Murray Senior Citizens' director.
Murray Single Connection will 753-0929 or 753-4978 by Wednesday, Oct. 28. This is an annual event of
meet at 7:-30 p.m. in third floor senior citizens for items the group has worked
and completed during I'
classroom, Education Building, past year. Funds go for upkeep of the senior citizens'
van and otr. •
First United Methodist Church
needs of the group.
For information call Pam at
759-1105. Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
A benefit supper and gospel singing, sponsored
by Dext.
Prepared Childbirth Class will Homemakers Club, will be Saturday, Oct 17. at Dexter COMtiltin*
be at 7 p.m. in third floor educa- Center. Funds raised will go to Crippled Children's Telethon of Padilla,:
tion unit of Murray-Calloway and to WATCH. work activities training center for the handicappeii
of Murray and Calloway County. Plate lunches will be
County Hospital.
sold from 4:30 !‘ • 7
p m. Singing will be from 7 to 10 p.m. with Don
————
Cleaver as master • Murray Civitan Club will meet ceremonies. The Calvary Quartet of Murray and other singers fro..
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family local churches will sing. A handmade bed quilt will be given away
p. m . and another quilt will be sold. Admission
to the singing is frri,
Restaurant.
————
Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Stephens of Rt. 1, Hazel, are the parents t,:
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
daughter.
Courtney Michelle, weighing eight pounds 14 ounces. meii
building.
ing 2114 inches, born on Sunday. Aug. 23. at MurrayCalloway Cow
————
Hospital. They have a son. Larry, and another daughter, Tracy T!,.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m. mother is the former Beverly Grooms. Grandparents are James ;,•
Youlonda Grooms, Rt. 2. Hazel. Mrs. Fay Stephens. Murray, and Et
at Ellis Center.
Stephens, Fulton. Great-grandparents are the late Hafford and
7it.
'- ......
..........
Murray Women of the Moose Cooper and the tato -Lola Brown.
will meet at 8 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
————
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a revival home prayer
Fraaces Drake
meeting at 7 p.m. at home of
FOR WEDNEDSAY,OCTOBER 11, 14487
Bruce and Joyce Thomas, 1531
ARIES
receive a gift Business negiako
London, Murray.
(Mar 21 to Apr 1)4)
may bog down and break off IN,
————
You'll be called upon to do a favor aspirations reasonable
UMHE general board meeting
for a friend in bustness. Planning for a SCORPIO
will be at 7 p.m. at First Christian home entertainment
Lige
could be costly
23 to Nov 21)
Church. The executive committee unless you're careful Curb extrava- (Oct.
A thank you note may be in 1,1 •
will meet at 4:30 p.m. at First gance.
Creative types are blessed by
Presbyterian Church.
TAURUS
muse Routine work may not go) ————
(Apr. 20 to Mak 20)
well as expected or you may
Event in Land Between the
A tendency to gloss over details tempted to slack off a hit
Lakes will include Iron Industry at needs watching. Trying to cut corners SAGITTARIUS
:}
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The could end up as extra work you'll (Nov.'Z2 to Dec.21)
You may donate something
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2 have to do at another time Accent
•
chanty It's a time when your
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor romance tonight.
GEMINI
place
nicht
in
an,
you're
the
and
Center.

Rowland serving as heart
fund memorial chairperson
Doris Rowland of Murray is performing a vital role as a volunteer
for the American Heart Association by assuming the position of
Memorial Chairperson for
Calloway County.
The American Heart Association Memorial Program helps to
keep more than memories alive. A
gift to the program goes beyond
most ordinary ways of expressing
sympathy; it means you not only
want to share the burdenof grief,
but you also want to fight back.
For every memorial, contribution to the AHA, Rowland will send
a sympathy card to the family.
The amount of the gift is not
disclosed to the recipient of the
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Jo Burkeen, editor

7:10
5:18

Doeke,

=mini

Pizza Villa
October Special
2 Medium Thin

Pizzas

ANY 5 ROOMS OF

99

CARPET
7:01
ONLY

5l

FATAL
ATTRACTION C)

WE DO
INTERIOR &
EXTERIOR
PAINTING'

$69.95

"GOOD 10 DAYS ONLY" ENDS OCT. 17TH
NOW AfItIV•LS
••••••••••••••let •1.0.sylar•
taw. 1[1•14 s1 Vesewiee•Iltol
Sue...,•Ernors1 00.. re Corr.'.
Palm $01 1 1 • ow 10 •••• UN, I p.m.
10

60
Cheri Theatre Lobby

SUPERIOR

Any combination of items
Dine In, Pick Up, Free Delivery
Wor•drwsticey Night Aftc•iciccari
5:30 p.m. ft. 7:30 p.m.
S 399

Professional Cleaning Service
301

W. BROADWAY, MAYFIELD, 42088
247-11350 OR 247-8763 U HRS.
OWNER. RICKY PERKINS

In

Our Parking Lot

Across from MSU Staduim

153-09(M)

•
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Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger dt Times."Please
direct your questions and comments about area public schools to the
Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public
Schools (753-2893).

Murray Middle School sixth grader Christina Jones, and aide, Polly
Trenholm, share their first drafts of a writing in which they used information obtained from interviewing each other. Everyone in Peggy
Shelton's writing class, including the teacher and the aide, worked
through the writing process to produce an interview writing. The final
drafts will be published within the four classes in the form of booklets. A
class picture will appear on the cover of each booklet.

41111

Kentucky State Police Trooper Chuck Robertson, above, talked with
kindergarten classes at North Calloway Elementary as pert of a study
on community helpers. Robertson talked about safety and the role of a
law enforcement officer. Pictured with Robertson are David Hutchison,
Josh Burchett, Shawn Tucker, Clifton Garner, Joey Darnall, Chris
Garland, Steve Reed, Mandy Jones, Misty Lawrence and Brook
Boggess.

A unit on the five senses, taught by Stacey McCuiston,student teacher in
Mrs. Redick's second-grade at East Elementary, included many handson activities to emphasize the importance of our five senses. Roger
Houk (left) and Johnathan Lee (right) tast test apples and raw potatoes.

Murray Middle School sixth graders, Misty Clark, Michael Swift,
Jean
(lark and Todd Vison are busy polishing up their writings. At
the end of
the school year, each student will choose a favorite from his/her
collection to be placed in an anthology. The publication will be
financed by a
grant from the Murray Foundation.

Laura Jenkins staples rubber bands while Kevin Cunningham trims and
Brandon Sharp glues decoritions to the hand-made music box.
Jayne Galyen, R.N., assistant nursing director at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, spoke to the children regarding her job as a nurse. As
Kelli Griffin watches, she showed Luke Puckett some of the surgical
wear the hospital shared with the children.

Sixth-grade boy scouts, Jon Reid
and 'Geoffrey Ball (pictured)
presented the U.S. flag, which
began the ceremony in celebration
of the Constitution.
a

Murray Middle Gifted Education classes have received information
about the Head Start Program from its director, Judy Whitten. The
students will observe the three and four-year-olds, design activities for
them, and eventually work directly with the youngsters. Pictured are:
Kelsey Christopher, Matt Lawson, Ms. Whitten, William Gordon, Eric
Niffenegger and Brad Nunnally Jean Hurt is the coordinator of the
gifted program.

The highlight of the unit was popping corn and discussing how
the five
senses were being used. The most exciting part was eating.
Jean Orr is
being served popcorn by Tina Sanchez and Jason Todd pours
lemonade
for Jackie Scott.

Students commended in 1988
Merit Scholarship program

Sixth graders Courtney Adams and Robin Cunningham are revising
their first drafts of a writing in Pat McMullin's science class. Students
used the knowledge gained from a unit on protists to produce a writing
which is told in the first person point of view, that of the protist.

Dr. Michael Cohen, english professor at Murray State University, was a
guest speaker in Mark Etherton's European history class recently. Dr.
Cohen discussed Spanish art. He taught Spanish art history this summer
to American students in Madrid.

which schools play an important
role in developing.
It is hoped that recognition of
these young men and women will
add to their motivation to pursue
higher educatiOn and to become
productive adult citizens in a
society that values talents such as
theirs.
Participants entered the current
Merit Program by taking the
PSAT/NMSQT in October 1986,
when most of them were juniors.
Although their qualifying test
scores are high, the 35,000 young
people throughout the nation who
are Commended Students scored
slightly below the level required
for Semifinalist standing in their
respective states.
Only the 15,000 Semifinalists,
whose names were announced on
Sept. 16, will continue in the competition for some 6,000 Merit
Scholarships to be awarded in the
Spring of 1988.

Allyson Bob,10th grader at Murray High School, has been selected Student of the Week through a program sponsored by WSJP, the schools
systems and .Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors for the week of Sept.
20-24. The daughter of Ann Kelly and Joe Bolin, 1530 Beckett Dr.,.Allyson
is active as football manager, a member of the French Club. FBLA,and
FHA. She was an FHA regional and state winner in her freshman year.
She is also active in golf and soccer. A spokesperson for the school added
that Allyson made an extra effort to welcome new students, which
numbered 19 at Murray High this year.

artili

r

Mi.irray High School has been
notified that Matt Cohen, Leslie
Loberger and Jeringer R,ayburn
have been designated Commended Students in the 1988 National
Merit Scholarship Program and
will receive a Letter of Commendation in recognition of outstanding academic promise.
The principal, Bill Wells, announced today that these seniors
placed in the top 50,000 of more
than one million participants in
the 33rd annual Merit Program.
A spokesman for National Merit
Scholarship Corporation (NMS.C)
of Evanston, Ill., which conducts
the competition, pointed out that
being designated a Commended
Student in the Merit Program is an
accomplishment of which both the
student and the high school may
be especially proud.
High performance in this
rigorous competition is indicative
of exceptional scholastic ability,

4-k

Murray Middle School joined in the celebration of the 200th anniversary
of the U.S. Constitution. With the guidance of Scott Turner,eighth-grade
social studies teacher, students presented a program on the history of
the Constitution and its importance.

Hey Vern! Lookee Here...
The Boss is gone &
left us slaving — SO

Ross Insurance Agency
"Working with you — working for you."

Mon., Oct. 12 thru Thurs., Oct. 15

Call us first & check our competitive rates.
Auto — Homeowners — Mobile Home
Life — Health

600 Main

753-0489

MOVIES

75C

lExcluding New Fleleases,,

4•7.r-t-A

fSh

That'll learn him' Kno Whut I mean?

owtime M OV I CS

Dixieland Center

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$ 1 49

ONLY
With Garlic Bread
Inside Dining Only

09 SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Salad 59 Extra
Free Refills On Drinks
i

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can't at this wolf at home for this price.
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OBITUARIES
Wesley Byron Furgerson ,

yik illiam

'1.` Wesley Byron Furgerson, 84, of
Also surviving are one sister,
Dexter died Monday at 515 p.m.
Mrs Georgia Stevenson, Califorat Murray-Calloway County
nia; two brothers, Lynn Dale
Hospital.
Furgerson, Starkvthe, Miss., and
He was a retired brakeman for
Bill Furgerson, Murray; five
The funeral for William Guy Mcgrandchildren, Keith Clark, KenCuiston will be Wednesday at 2 L. & N. Railroad. He was a
ny Clark, Kristy Stephenson,
p.m. in the chapel of Miller member of Dexter-Hardin United
Adam Furgerson and Greg
Funeral Home of Murray. The Methodist Church.
Born March 11, 1903, in
Ramsey; two greatRev. Jim Simmons will officiate.
grandchildren, Wesley Deston
Btirtal will follow in Murray City Calloway County, he was the son
of the late George Wesley FurgerClark and Chelsea Stephenson
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral son and Jenny Linn Jones
Services will be Wednesday at 2
home after 4 p.m. today Furgerson.
p.m
in the chapel of J.H. ChurHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
(Tuesday 1.
•
Funera
chill
l Home. Burial will
Mr. McCuiston, 63, of 608 Pine Katie Inell Walston Furgerson; follow in Brooks Chapel
ADP"
two
daughters. Mrs. George (JenSt., Murray. died Monday at 6:47
Cemetery.
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County ny ) Clark, Dexter, and Mrs. Eddie
(Fran ) Ramsey, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Friends may call at the funeral
Hospital.
home after 330 p.m. today
• He was a member of Memorial one son, Byron Furgerson Jr. and
(Tuesday)
Baptist Church. Woodmen of the his wife. Phyllis. Rt. 7, Murray
World, and Benton Chapter of
Folke Tegetthoff, a writer and teller of modern fairy tales,
will be meeting with students at Murray State
Disabled American Veterans.
University and in the public schools this week (Oct. 12.15), discus
sing his new books and the subject of
Uric. F. Kelso. 90, of Rt. 7, Mur.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
"Creativity." He will give a public lecture at 7
Also surviving are nine grand.
p.m. Wednesday. Oct. 14, in the Barkley Room of the Curtis
ray,
died today at 4:55 a.m. at children.
Cozy Berkley McCuiston; two
Center at Murray State. Tegetthoff is shown here
Edward Kelso, Michael
meeting with a class during his first visit to the campus in
daughtats. Mrs. David (Mona' Murray -Calloway County Kelso. Albert Kelso, Frank Kelso,
1986.
Hospital.
Bales,
dcliff, and Mrs. Vince
Tom Kelso, Tony Jetton. Judy
His wife, Mrs. Rachel Arm- Parrish.
Judy l Costello, Elizabethtown;
Chila Mosley and Cindi
strong Kelso. died Oct. 3. 1976. He Gulled
two sons. Robert McCuiston and
ge; 13 great-grandchildren.
was a member of First two great
wife. Cheryl. Benton, and Terry
-great-grandchildren.
Presby
terian Church.
McCuiston and wife, Delane.
Austrian writer Folke Tegetalso conducted a conference for
The funeral will be Thursday at
Additional information about Sedalia: one sister, Mrs.
Born March 6, 1897, in Calloway
Loy
thoff, recognized as the only fairy
teachers of high school German. the author and his lecture
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock.
County
,
he
was
the
may
son
White,
be
of
the
Midla
late
Mich.;
nd.
two
tale teller of the 20th century, will
participated in the university's
obtained by contacting Dr. Dieter brothers. Wayne Flora
ColemanFuneral Home.
and L.D. William Kelso and Bula Rogers
deliver a public lecture- on
"Super Saturdays" program and
Jedan, Department of Foreign Flora, Murray:
Grandsons will serve as
Kelso.
six grandWednesday, Oct. 14, at 7 p.m. in
spoke to classes on the campus
pallbearers and burial will follow
Languages, Murray State Univer- children: three stepg
He
is
surviv
ed
by
one
daught
er.
randthe Barkley Room of ('urns and in local public schools during
sity, Murray, Ky. 42071. phone children; one great-grandchi
Mrs. Bobby (Isabel ) Jetton, Rt. 7. in Beech Grove Cemetery in
lti.
Center, Murray State University. his time in Murray.
762-4522.
Murray; two sons, the RevrJantes Graves County.
There is no admission charge.
This visit is Tegetthoff's second
Kelso, Dawsonville, Ga., and the
Friends may call at the funeral
Sponsored by the Nonformal to the West Kentucky community.
Rev. Hugh Kelso. Cullman. Ala.
home after 1 p.m. Wednesday
Education Committee and the In 1986 he was on the Murray State
Center for International Pro- campus for the opening of the
grams at MSU, Tegetthoff will be "Folke Tegetthoff Collection."
reading from his latest books, one The Waterfield Library at MSU is
Mrs. Frances Genene Gipson. brothers, Randy
of which is dedicated to Murray the official repository for the
Darnell, Rt. 3,
The state Transportation
41,
of Rt. 3, Benton. died today at 2 Benton. Tommy
State..
Darnell. Rt. 2,
author's work.
Cabinet has awarded a contract to
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Benton, Roy
Darnell, Rt. 1, BenThe spinner of magical tales
Tegetthoff released his first
resurface a total of 4.1 miles of
Paducah. Her death followed an ton. and Jimmy
Services for Mrs. Lillie McAvoy
Darnell and Glen.
book of modern fairy tales in 1979, various roads in Marshall County.
*extended illness
dle Darnell, Evansville, Ind.
and made his first appearance as
Jim Smith Contracting_ Com- are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
She was employed at Ashera fairy tale teller that year. By the
pany, Inc.. and Subsidiaries of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Price Toys. Murray
The funeral will be Wednesday
.
end of this year he will have
Grand Rivers recieved a $96,528 John Dale and Henry Hargis are
at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Born
July
IS. 1946, she was the
officiating. Jerry Bolls is directing
published 16 books. two movies. contract to resurface the
Funeral Home, Benton. Leroy
daught
er
of
Marth
a
Canup
Darnell
the song service.
two plays and made his 1,000th ap- following:
Lyles will officiate.
and the late Garland Darnell.
Pallbe
arers
are
Larry
Cunnpearance telling his stories.
—1.5 miles of County Road 5025,
Surviv
ors are two daughters.
Burial will follow in Marshall
ingham, Todd Crown, Vince Isrel,
Ridge Riiad from U.S. 641 extenMrs. Sherry Treas, Rt. 1, Benton, County Memory Gardens
Johnny
Finney
.
Kit
Havar.
Chris
ding east to Kentucky 1519.
and Miss Paula Gipson. Rt. 3. BenFriends may call at the funeral
Finney and Johnny Gilbert. all
—1.5 miles of County Road 5235.
ton:
home
her
mother
after 5 p m today
.
Mrs.
Marth
a
grands
ons.
Riley Road from Kentucky 1311
'16
Darnell. Rt. 3. Benton: five
ITuesday
Burial
will
follow
Sin
in
mg sprextending east to U.S. 641.
—1.1 miles of County Road 5306. ing Cemetery.
Mrs. McAvoy. 88, died Sunday
Middle Fork Church Road from
at 1:54 a.m. at Long,Term Care
Kentuc
ky
408
extend
ing north to
It can pay some
Unit of Murray-Calloway. County
Kentucky 348.
NEW YORK tAP
—
dudes 23 newcomers, such as Jaccharges Medicare
Hospit
al.
These projects are part_ of the
billionaires nearly doubled in queline Mars Vogel, who Forbes
She
is
survi
doesn't pay.
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state's continued effort to properly
number this year to 49, including a said it recently determ
ined was an
daughters, Ms. Shk Alexander, 31-y
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maintain Kentucky roads and
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,
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Ann)
Donald E. Henry
,
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Campbell's soup heir, according company's family fortun
e
and
is
Grand
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, Mich.. Mrs. Linda
to Forbes magazine's list of the 400 worth $1.15 billion.
Suite C
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wealthiest Americans.
At 31. William H. Gates won the
Office
Mrs. Tom !Betty Isrel, Warren,
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Home
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cent more than last year and computer software compa
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ny 13
Also surviving are three sisters, enough to
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Guy McCuiston

Uric F. Kelso

Austrian writer to speak Wednesday

Contracts
awarded

Mrs. Lillie

Mrs. Frances Genene Gipson

McAvoy

Bill & Nowata
Fortes

would like
to thank our
customers for all
their business the
past 35 years.
Billy Forres
is the new owner
& manager of

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance*

Billionaires nearly doubled
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Stock Market

Gibson Aged

Country Hams

lb

$1 99

No Charge For Slicing
Field

Wieners

lb $

79

MURRAY CABLEVISION'S
TAPE DELAYED BROADCAST

lb $

79

OF

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs
Bacon

Ends & Pieces

b 8
9

Register for a FREE Gibson's Country Ham
to be given away Fri., Oct. 16th
No purchase necessary.
Sides of

Beef Cut & Sliced Free' 225-300 lb

$ 1l39
b

Large variety of vegetables!
100% Quarter Pounders

Ground Beef
Patties 14 lb box

$

SEE

1946

- Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO

•
Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
— Only Federal Inspected Meat
Market In Murray-

UK BASKETBALL
MIDNIGHT MADNESS
DON'T MISS THIS FIRST INTER SQUAD
PRACTICE, SO YOU CAN JUDGE WHAT
KIND OF SEASON THE CATS WILL HAVL

SEE IT ONLY ON CABLE
CHANNEL #34
FRI., OCT. 16TH AT 5 P.M.
MON., OCT. 19TH AT 4 P.M.
TUES., OCT. 10TH AT 8 P.M.

CAJ3LE
VLSI=N

Bel-Ai Centei

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+ 2.81
Goodyear
Previous Close
U7I.44
I.B.M.
Air Products
50+%
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
247/5B 251/0
Jerrie()
AT&T
33/
Kmart
1
2 +/
Briggs & Stratton
352/4 +%
Kroger
Chrysler
34/
JCPennev
3
4 +/
1
2
38 + 14
CSX Corp
Pena alt
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
31% •1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store
91/213 9%A
Sears
Exxon
491/4 +1
Texaco
/
2
Ford
93/
Time Inc.
1
2 +%
G.A.F.
62/
1
4 ./
1
2
l'.S.Tobecco
General Motors
741
Wal-Mart
/
2 + 2/1
GenCorp, Inc.
101% .11/4
Mendy's
54%
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

••••••••• r•C 411011 C011110•••
• .1

GA( FelItl 44

1982 Buick
fiegal Limited
Blue, P.S., tilt, cruise,
cassette, P.S., air,
P.B., air, auto.

753-5005

85 +%

144% -%
41 +%
181/2B I8%A
39% -2/4
331/2 +%
541 + 1/:
591
/
4 -VA
,
49 + r/
491/6 •%

361/4 .1/e
1610 +111/2,_
27%

+

34t/s
%
9 .%
6.51

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars
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AROUND THE HOUSE
How to dispose of hazardous waste
Can be poured dOlfvtdie drain with
PlwritY di water Flood libels to determine it
product could damage Mac tank
Cannot be poured down the drain but
can be disposed of in a sanitary Wein
Be carton material * properly contained
before disposal
•Shouki be saved for a communitywicle
collection day or given to a koensed

riazardoue-essalle contractor (Even empty
cxxaminers shoukI be taken to a licensed
contractor if one is evadable)
Recycled* Matedek It there is a recycling
program M. your area, take the materials
Piers. If not, encourage iocal °Motels to
start Keil a program Recyclable nem*
appear In bold type.

Bathroom
Alccoo,-bsimpo iogions
laftershaves perfumes etc / 0
Bathroom cleaners
Depdatones
0

Desiniectants

Haar reaaxerS
Mediccie (expired)
Nail polish (Scediliecl}
Ned-Polish remover lsolcihedl
Permanent lobons
ToemAxsist cleaner
Ti,, and tie Owners

Antifreeze
Aufastalc-iranseviselort fluid
Auto-boay repay products
eatimary acid (or beeteryi
Brake fluid
Car wax mel savant
Diesel fuel
Fuel col
Gasoline
Kerosene
Meta POINSh AMP. solvent
Move oil
Omer oils
WIndsrvelci-washer solution

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
The principles of sanding with a
power machine are very much the
same as they are for hand
sanding.
You use the coarse abrasive
papers for the rough work, the
medium for getting the surface
fairly smooth and the fine for the
sanding that makes the wood
ready for the finishing materials.
You always sand with the grain.
And you are extra careful on and
near the ends and edges of the
work.

0
0
0

0
0

•
•
•
•

Kitchen
Aerosol cans (empty)
Aluminum cleaners
Ammonia-based cleaners
Bug sprays
Drain (Sewers
Floor-care products
Furniture polish
Metal portsh wrtt'l solvent
Oven cleaner (lye bate)
Window cleaner

Miscellaneous\
Ammunilion
Arista paints mei:Arne
Dry-cteening wakens'
Lighter iluid
Mercury bonen*
moettells

Photographic chemicals
(unmixed)
•
Photographic chemicals (rued
and properly diluted)
Snoe polish

Czroego Trlbuns Orepric, Source. 0 1967 Water Poluilon Control Federation.
based on nformation from vie U S Enworrnentel Proleceon Agency's Hazardous Was

HON11111111U

Workshop
Gk..(solvent-Dosed)

•
(31us (water-Ossed)
Paint (latex)
Paint (oil-bassidl
Paint (auto)
•
Paint (mode)
•
Peirebruisk *saner
elm sotvent
•
Paintbrush cleaner
with TSP
Paint thinner
Pair* stripper
•
Peril strxXer (lye base)0
Primer
111
Rust remove (web
phosphoric sad)
Turpentine
vimmt,
•
Wood preservative
•

regulations

Author changes from humor to decorating
By BARB.A.RA MAYER
be the organizing theme for a colAP Newsfeitures
lection
of English-style designs.
Mention that you've spent the
produce
As
r of other wallpaper
evening with Lucia. Georgie and
books based on Laura Ashley
Mapp, and some people at least
designs and the romantic novels of
will understAd immediately that
Barbara Cartland, Kirkham has
you've been reading.
been putting his faith in English
These are the main characters
heroines
for many years, and says
in a series of delightfully funny
he
has
yet
to be disappointed.
books written by E.F Benson in
"English country gets bigger
the early 20th century about life
and bigger every year. I thought
and art in a fictional English counthat this would be an ideal
try village known as Tilling.
theme," he added. But when he
Watchers of publio television
began to investigate the possibility
met them last year. On the televisin
earnest about three years ago,
ed "Mapp and Lucia" Masterthe late author's literary executor
piece Theater series, they watchand publishers did not necessarily
ed Lucia and George verbally
share
his vision.
massacre the Italian language and
"I
went
first to Harper & Row,
subject their beloved "Mozartino"
the American publishers. They
to various pianistic indignities.
suggested I go consult Benson's
They also kept score on numerous
literary executor, who was at first
social skirmishes between Lucia
confused by my request."
and the formidable Mapp.
Eventually, American • perBut now, fanciers of Lucia and
suasiven
ess won out and guarded
her crew of upper crust eccentrics
permission was granted for Rainwill have a chance to look at
tree to start working on a collecanother kind of book about Tilling
tion. So the dedicated Lucia fan
— one featuring wallpaper and
went ahead with the development
fabric samples.
work.
The new Tilling Collection has
"I decided this would be fun for
recently been shipped to
me
and we could always use the
wallcovering outlets by Raintree
designs for another collection if it
Designs, Inc. All the patterns have
did not work out," he concluded.
been inspired by Richard
He sought ideas for appropriate
Kirkham's view of what the
fabrics and wall coverings first by
houses of Tilling were bound to
viewing the Lucia and Mapp
look like. Kirkham, the firm's
televisi
on series created in
president, has been a fan of Lucia
England by Thames Television.
for more than 25 years.
But his conceptions did not gibe
After rereading the books for at
with those of the set designer.
least the third time several years
"The show's art nouveau setago, he said, it occurred to him
tings
were not what the Tilling
that the cast of characters could
characters would have in their

Whit].so!
HOME

homes, I thought."
Those, he decided, would be Edwardian, reflecting the postVictorian era as lived in an
English village.
Kirkham hired several English
designers to adapt Edwardian
designs he found at the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London. He
also pored over the series of books
for Benson's hints. "I asked
myself and others how would
Mapp and Lucia decorate?"
He hired Lynda Reiss, who
recently illustrated a new edition
of the Lucia books, to create five
illustrations for the wallpaper
book and to promote the Tilling
Collection.
In the process of all this
research, Kirkham learned that
there is a Tilling society in Rye,
England, which is the real-life
modelt for fictional Tilling. Appropriately enough, there is also a
competing Mapp Society. He says
that luckily he was warned ahead
of time not to fall into the hands of
the Mapp Society, "a competing
group that has no official
standing."
The home furnishings collections includes paper-backed vinyl
wallpaper and matching cotton
fabric in 22 different designs, each
named for and inspired by a
character or aspect of life in the
fictional English village. I Prices
are about $20 a yard for the fabric
and $20 a roll for the paper.)
Besides the principals already
mentioned, other characters immortalized in wallpaper are Foljambe, Georgie's perfect maid.

Miirrayj,edger & Times

Principles of sanding very
similar in all forms of work

Garage

Garden
Femme
F ungicstle
Herbicide
Inseciade
Rat poison

Captain Puffin, a retired army officer who golfs and quaint Irene
who paints, as well as sites such as
the "Giardino Segreto" and the
"Ambersham Arms."
Actually, Kirkham admitted,
the tie with the book is unlikely to
add appreciably to sales of
wallpaper and fabric. The Benson
readership is tiny. Projecting the
imagined charteristics of a typical
reader, he mused that most
"probably don't buy wallpaper or
sofas more than once every 30
years."
Readers of Barbara eartland
books, the subject of an earlier
Raintree wallpaper book, "don't
decorate at all. They just eat
chocolates," he added with a sigh.

GARFIELD SAYS:

bag to catch the grit that otherwise would go into the air.
There are other power sanders.
but the one you most likely will use
most often is an orbital sander,
probably one with a straight-line
switch. The orbital part of the
sander moves in an orbit and does
neat job.
When you are ready for the final
sanding, flip the switch and the
machine will sand in a straight
line. You may not even notice the
difference, but it's there and it
helps you to get a precision result.
A disc sander, which can be a
separate
tool or an attachment for
As with hand sanding, the
portable
a
electric drill, is designresults will depend to a large
ed for rough work. If not handled
degree on how well you prepare
very carefully, it can leave swirl
the surface. When a clear finish is
marks on the wood. Some of the
being used, even the tiniest surnewer models cut down on this
face defects will be magnified
possibility. Follow the manufacwhen the varnish, lacquer, shellac
turer's
recommendations carefulor other finish is applied.
ly
about
tilting the disc to
Always bear in mind when
minimize swirl marks.
power sanding that you are there
It is not always convenient to
to guide the machine, not press
clamp
down the wood you are
down on it. Apply too much
working on, but do it whenever you
pressure or do the job in a hurry
can when using a power sander.
and you are likely to have trouble
This
not only will enable you to use
of one kind or another.
both hands, but it will keep the
Each type of electric sander is
wood from moving, which is more
designed to do one kind of sanding
importa
nt when using a machine
better than any other.
than sanding by hand.
The belt sander, for instance, is
Hand sanding or power san-good for heavy-duty tasks. If you
ding? There isn't much doubt that
want to remove a large amount of
power sanding is faster. Some prowood, the belt sander and a coarse
fessionals say it isn't as good as
abrasive paper will make your job
hand sanding, but most of them
easier and faster.
have come around to utilizing the
If you need that kind of sander
power. Perhaps the best way to
only a couple of times a year, you
strike a balance is to use the elecshould consider renting it. When
tric sander for most of the work,
you rent, be ready to start sanding
switching to a hand sander for the
as soon as you get home. There's
final strokes or when working on
no use paying rent for an idle
edges and in corners.
sander.
(The techniques of using varIn using the belt sander, keep it
nish, shellac, lacquer, sanders,
moving all the time it is in contact
bleach, stain, remover, etc., are
with the wood. When you keep it in
detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
one spot while the belt is "Wood Finishing in the Home,"
operating, you will take off too
which can be obtained by sending
much wood in that spot and be
50 cents and a long, stamped, selfforced to correct the condition. addressed envelope to Know-How,
Keep the belt moving forward
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
when it is on the wood. Incidental11743. Questions of general inly, when renting such a machine, terest will be answered in the
be sure to get one that has a dust
column.

8-BUTTON, 17-CYCLE DURA
UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER
'Super Scrub cycle for pots and pans
•Eosy touch controls
•Duro 10'.' tub and door liner with
10-year warranty

'Temp boost
•Rinse agent dispenser
•3-level wash system
'Soft food disposer
.Reversible front panels

Was $ 389

Now

$339

(Pfus An Extra
$25 Mfg. Rebate)

Accompany
young children.
Safety Tips From
the National Safety Council

Uty9t

‘itagic Chef'

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village

Shopping Center

(Next to Cam's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N

MO CHAMPIONSHIP BONING
THE BRAND THAT
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

APPt.IANCES

Free Standing

Trash
Compactor
*TOUCH-TOE Drawer Opener
'Drop-Down Side Drawer
*Solid Air Freshener Compartment
*Textured Steel Top
*Includes 2 Disposable Trash Bags
*Removable Key Lock
*Easy Rollers
*More

Model TF4500XR

$37995

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company

206 E. Main, Murray

753-8194

vex
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COMMERCIAL
Undefeated MIKE

Undefeated TYREtt

TYSON VS BIGGS
WBA W8C tat Ilearyweiele Chant.

I WBA Ranked Contender

Tyson won the crown — but can he keep it?
leel

Fri., Oct. 16-9 p.m.

HI30

Now's the perfect time to sign up for the fight
and take advantage of the Installation Special
(Hook up now for only $1.00. You Save $9.00)
Bel Air Center
IV 111 NU Mt, 111C All ribli fggp.to

PAGE 7

Cd^6.13LE
VLS•
1 N
Trig OW.,Se. Ofr..

753-5005

CHURCHES '

J.C.CATES
CONS MIX TON

(502) 443-8562
BONANZA
AUU-1111111111 • .. the brand that makes the difference.

759-1505
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Twins use full head of steam to move into World Series
Hy HARRY-ATKINS •
AP Sports Writer
I )ETRO1T — The Minnesota
TA ins found winning on the road
wasn't so difficult if you hit the
ro,id with a full head of steam.
The Twins great hope now is
that they. can take the same forfr.,;1.) they used to beat the Detroit
T:gers in the American League
fitiffs and win the World Series
.t
Brunansky keyed a fourMinnesota second inning with

-a-4wo-run double and belted a
home run to start a three-run ninth
inning Monday as the Twins beat
the Tigers 9-5 winning the best-ofseven series 4-1 to advance to their
first World Series in 22 years.
Minnesota third baseman Gary
Gaetti, who was named most
valuable player for the series, set
the tone in Game 1 when he
nomered his first two at-bats.
That got the Twins rolling and
they never slowed.
The Twins, whose 56-25 record in

the Metrodome was the best home
record in baseball, won both
playoff games there before their
frenzied fans, who waved their
"homer hankies." an Minnesota
used that momentum to beat
Detroit twice in Tiger Stadium.
"This is a tough place to play.
Gaetti said. "You can get ,rattled
here pretty easily. Btut opening the
series in Minnesota helped relieve
the tension and we knew after winning the first two games. we would
return to Minnesota anyway."

Twins Manager Tom Kelly said
Gaetti's two opening-game
homers. and the Minnesota fans'
reaction to them. set the tone for
his young ballclub.
• .1 think it showed the rest of the
guys that we were capable of doing some damage,'' said Kelly, the
sisith rookie manager and third in
the AL to win a playoff title since
the inception of divisional play in
1969. "If Gary can hit theall out
of the park off Doyle AleXander,
then maybe the rest of us can get

something going. too.
"That was the big key to getting
us going on the right foot."
Another key factor was the way
the underdog Twins shut down the
Tigers big guns. Detroit's key hitters — Alan Trammell, Darrell
Evans and Kirk Gibson — were
never a factor. .
"Those early games gave them
confidence," said Trammell. who
could only contribute a 4-for-20
performance. "At the same time.
we had guys like me who were go-

Clark residents enjoy
new exercise machine
The 237 male students living in
Clark Hall at Murray State University will not have to walk far this
semester to stay in top physical
condition.
They can exercise and tone their
muscles in the new fitness center
built ou the second floor of the
residence hall — the first such
facility opened on the campus.
--This fitness room is part of an
ongoing,process to offer the kinds
of services students want to see in
the halls. — whether it's computers
in one building or weight machines
in Clark Hall," explained Paula
Hulick. director of the Housing Ofat Murray State.
The (.enter features a four.seven-exercise work unit,
:ding upright row triceps exter.ori, shoulder press/lap pull.
mp squats and bench/ press row
Linctions. The unit operates with a
single patented cylinder providing
different resistance levels, from
very light to moderately heavy.
This system is very quiet when
in use. with no chains or weights to

Clowning
around

make noise: it can handle several
students at a time: and it can be ad.
justed by each person to fit his own
fitness program," hall director Jon
Schlegl said.
Upright stations are mounted on
surrounding walls for arm extensions, situps and pullups. Special
wall-to-wall carpeting designed for
heavy commercial use was provided free by a company to test the
carpet's durability.
The Clark Hall Council, a group
of students elected by hall
residents, made plans for the
center, helped gather the approximately S6,500 needed to operate
the room, and will develop and enforce guidelines for the center's
use.
"The hardest part about getting
the room together was assembling
the work station," said Dave
Blackburn, assistant directpr of
housing. "The machine came in
about a million parts. and some
students workers and I had to try
to put the thing together. It was like
(Cont'd on page 9)

Giants spirited,
Herzog fishing
By STEI E VIILSTEP
AP Sports Wtiter

Students and housing officials try out equipment installed in a newly opened fitness tenter in Clark Hall. Examining the new machine are (left to right ) Darrell Stewart. hall council secretary:'Dan Gazen. hall council
vice president; Dave Blackburn. assistant director of housing: Paula Hulick, director of housing: Darrell
Sharp. hall council treasurer: I)arrl nderson. the hall's senior resident adviser: and John Schlegl, hall
director.
seo pawl.

Upshaw: Walkout could last entire season

Striking players to submit proposal; Donlan doubts its chances approval
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
ROSEMONT. Ill. — For the second week in a row. the striking
NFL players union has come up
with a plan that may avert mass
defections.
- -But once again, the owners may
reject the plan. setting up a third
week of games played by replacement players and those who
choose to cross the picket line.
"No," Jack Donlan, executive
director of the NFL Management

Council replied early today when
asked if he thought the council's
executive committee would approve the proposal when it met
this afternoon in New York.
The new plan emerged from a
six-hour meeting Monday of the 26
player representatives.
The players would agree to
return while a federal mediator
tried to resolve the dispute for six
weeks. If that failed, it would then
go to binding arbitration.
"We think this is a fair way to

end the dispute." said Gene Upshaw, executive director of the
NFL Players Association, who announced the new plan. But the
owners want no part of general arbitration, although it's possible
they might be willing to submit
such economic issues to an
arbitrator.
-I've told Gene many times that
we won't go to arbitration and I
don't think we'll do it this time.Donlan said.
Tex Schramm., president of the
Dallas Cowboys. a key member of
the Management Council's Executive Committee, also doubted
the proposal would be approved.
"We're not going to put the
future of the NFL in the hands of

MYERsotta r
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LUMBER OF MURRAY,•INC.Cash 8ISCalaerry

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450y
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat, 8-12
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Visa-MC-Discover
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FINAL WEEK II
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1

Fiberglass
All Purpose

mg into slumps.
-To me. that was the key to this
series "
Evans, the 40-year-old veteran
who has become the Tigers unofficial captain, also made three err
rbrs in the series, plus a crucial
base-running blunder which might
have cost Detroit the fourth game.
"It's not one or two people."
Evans said. -This has been a club
where everybody has contributed
There are no big stars here
Coot'd on page 9)

American and
International
Traveltime

II

an arbitrator,- he said
that broke off Sunday with free
If the owners do reject the
agency still a major obstacle to
players' proposal — which also
settlement .oL. the three-week
demanded that the 1982 contract
walkout.
be honored, that striking players
Monday's meeting took place in
remain on the roster, and player
the face of reports that the 37
reps and alternates be protected
defections of last week might tri— the question is how many
ple or quadruple this week: parplayers l.ViP cross the picket line?
ticularly on teams such as the
Last week, there were 37 defecWashington Redskins. Chicago
tions. fewer than expected after a
Bears. New York Giants and
Monday meeting of player reps at
Cleveland Browns, who so far
the same O'Hare Airport hotel in
have remained solidly on strike
which the players seemed to back
So far.
of the 1,585 players
off their demand for free agency.
under union jurisdiction have
That led to six days of negotiations (Cont'.d on page 9)

In

Past football strikes
•1982: The first in-season strike in NFL history and ingest in American
sports history, it lasted 57 days, from Sept 20 to Nov 16 Settlement terms
included severance pay for players with at least three years experience and a
raise in minimum salaries, the settlement amounted to $1 3 billion over
five
years Financial losses during the strike were estimated at $450 million
•1974: A veteran players strike started July 1 On Aug 27 the veterans
agreed to play out the regular season without a collective bargaining agreement with the owners Central issues included fewer restrictions on the movement of players from team to team, a change in the role of the commissioner.
with an impartial arbitrator handling player-owner disputes. and Increases in
minimum salaries, exhibition game pay and postseason money The players
and owners did not sign a nevi. collective bargaining agreement until 1977
•1970: A 56-day labor dispute, which came to a head when players did not
report to training camps the last week of July, was settled on Aug 3. in time
for the preseason to go on as scheduled Key terms included a guarantee by
owners to contribute $4.535.000 annually to the player pension fund ($18 1
million over tour years), lie appointment of an arbiter for iniury grievances and
a guarantee by owners to contribute $250.000 annually to a benefit package
•1968: NFL and AFL players went on strike July 3, primarily over the issue of
increased pension benefits AFL players settled July 10, NFL player's July 14
Both received commitments for increased benefits through me 1969 season
Cn.r_ago Tribune Grapruc Source t4tuca90 Tribune news reports

i;T. LOUTS
if the -San Francisco Giants were feeling pressure
going into tonight's game that
could put them in the World Series
for the first time in 25 years, they
sure had a funny way of showing
it.
Hollering and clowning around
as if it were the first day of spring
training, the Giants brimmed with
confidence during a spirited
1 12-hour workout Monday at
Busch Stadium.
The St. Louis Cardinals. meanwhile, were nowhere to be found
Trailing 3-2 in the best-of-seven
r- National League playoffs. St.
Louis Manager Whitey Herzog
went fishing and gave his hobbled
troops a day off.
Giants' pitching coach Norm
Sherry set the mood of the day by
playfully slamming a fungo bat
about a foot from slugger Jeffrey
Leonard's arm on a card table in
the clubhouse Leonard didn't
flinch
"C'mon. let's stretch,- Sherry
barked.
Leonard. ve,•ho homered in each
(Conrd on page 9)

MSU hosting
homecoming
tennis event
Tennis enthusiasts among Murray State University alumni and
friends will take to the courts on
Friday. Oct. 30, for the 12th annual
Homecoming Tennis Tournament
Competition will begin at 9 am
Friday on the varsity courts on
Chestnut Street near Regents Hall.
Bennie Purcell, tennis coach at
Murray State, again is the tournament director.
Players may compete in two
events. Categories include men's
class A singles and doubles ( for
players with tournament ex•
perience ), men's class B singles
and doubles ( for novice players
with less than two years' ex.
perience ) and singles for men 50
years old and older.
Purcell said finals competition in
all categories will be announced.
The entry fee for the event is a
minimum contribution of $20 which
will benefit the tennis program at
Murray State. The deadline for entries is Friday, Oct. 16.
Anyone interested in participating in the tournament should
contact Purcell at 5021 762-6124.

Pipe Insulation

1 99
/
1
2"x3"x35'
M-D Jamp-Up

Weatherstrip
Storm Windows

22"

Stock Sizes

499

Easy to Install
On Wood or
Metal Doors

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION

OPENING SOON!
Our "Touchless Automatic"
Car Wash
No Brushes-No Scratching
Construction is almost
complete. All our selfservice bays with foamy
brushes and pre-soak are open.

Clean
RSA 10

Radiant

Double Clean
DC- 90

24995

1199

TNt

White Clean
KSA 85

129

KC
sow.r.[wow TO

Watch for

Toy 1

NWASSINI I MAII4UCAC1UIPER OP KEROSENE INATIFYI
S WI

no WOPLD.

CtIR/0113 OPE1\1111Ci
BOYD'S CAR WASH
51 4 South 1 2th (Next to D & W)

on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEAC
H
I

Beautiful new all-su1V.,
: resort. 1 or 2
- bedroom suite: hat.
: fully equipped
kitchens, livindining area, private
balcony, Cable TV and HBO. Swimming
pools, sun decks, wide 'expanse of
beach. Enjoy sighseeing, golf, tennis,
water sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I95. just a short drivl to Disney World
and all Central Flerida attractions.
DIRECTLY ON THE_OCEAN
For your best oceanfront va!ue, er-,;oy
spacious suite (not just a hotel roam) on
Florida's best beach.
Special Fall Rates:

S32.50*
$37.50*
* Pox

ONE BEDROOM SUJE
TWO BEDROOM SUITE

person, per night. double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

Based on availability from
Sept 1. 1987 to Jan. 31,198B
(Except Christmas Week)

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069
(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931
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clowning around...
(Coat'd Irvin page 8)
of the first four games without
once smiling or sounding excited,
calmly finished his game of
Hearts with Will Clark and Joe
Price before taking the field.
Dave Dravecky, the Giants left.
• hander who shut out the Cardinals
on two hits in Game 2, prepared
for his rematch against John

Tudor in Game 6 by playing
cheerleader during stretching
exercises
Clark, who never stops chattermg on the field, sniffed the cool
air, felt the sun on his face and
bellowed, "I like this weather.
This would be winter down in New
Orleans."

Twins use...
((oard from page 8)
"You shouldn't be surprised at
Minnesota. They're a good
ballclub. They didn't let us get
away with any mistakes. I just
wish we had played a little bit
better."
The Tigers starting pitchers,
thought by many to be Detroit's
biggest advantage, didn't win a
game. The only Detroit victory
went to rookie Mike Henneman, in
relief, after Pat Sheridan hit a surprise two-run homer in the eighth

Inning of Game 3.
"They just beat us up," Detroit
Manager Sparky Anderson said.
"They beat us up with offense and
defense and everything.
"It started when we opened. We
should never have opened. They
just jumped right on us. There was
no turning point."
As fate would have it, the World
Series begins in the Metrodome on
Saturday night, the first time it
has ever been played indoors. The

Striking players...
(('ont'd from page 8)
returned to work.
In announcing the new plan, Upshaw raised the possibility that rejection by the owners would mean
a season-long strike.
"I would say if the owners
decline this, then we're out for the
duration, out for the year," he
said.
But rejection today also would
raise the possibility of mass defections by the reporting date
Wednesday as players face the
prospect of losing their fourth
paycheck of the season - one
quarter of their yearly salary.

Among those expected to join
replacement players was last
season's league MVP, Lawrence
Taylor of the Giants.
The New York Times, quoting a
source close to the All-Pro
linebacker, reported today that
Taylor would return to the Giants
on Wednesday. The newspaper
said it could not reach Taylor for
confirmation, but quoted his
Houston-based agent, Gary
Kovacs, as saying there was a
"strong chance" his client would
cross the picket line in time to play
and he paid for this week.

'Hac Man'to invade Busch Stadium

Childers ready
for season to
get underway

Leonard prepares for fans' heckling,
hopes for yet another home run 'trot'
By The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS - San Francisco
Giants outfielder Jeffrey Leonard.
whose home run trot has not
endeared him to St. Louis, was
asked if he thought the heckling
from Cardinal fans would be bad
tonight during Game 6 of the NL
playoffs.
"Bad," Leonard replied matterof-factly after the Giants workout
Monday. "Extremely bad."
Leonard was asked if that would
add any pressure as San Francisco, leading the best-of-seven

series 3-2, attempted to win the NL
pennant and advance to its first
World Series since 1962.
"Not on me," he said. "It adds
to the fun."
Leonard, it seems, has his own
tastes in entertainment. Even
Giants Manager Roger Craig
recognizes that his left fielder is,
well, his own man.
"We're not a club that brags and
boasts and does a lot of stuff like
that," Craig said. "(But) Jeffrey
Leonard, he's different."
In his pursuit of happiness,

Clark...
((bard from page 8)
putting up a child's swing set - only worse."
The room may be used by any
hall resident and his guest (including female students, if signed
In properly at the front desk ).
Groups of students may reserve the
room, and resident advisors will
use the room to conduct hall

programs
A student worker trained in exercise science will be on duty to
supervise residents and help them
in their workouts. A second worker
will be hired later in the semester.
The center's hours are posted at
the front desk of Clark Hall each
week until the council sets permanent times.

RACING
NOW
I Bluegrass Downs]
INFO

502 444 7117

(.4)tintr‘

Calloway harriers run at Trigg
Calloway County's cross country team ran in the Trigg County
Invitational Thursday. The girls
finished fourth in the strong field
as Pam Knight came in seventh.
Amy Ferguson was close behind
at ninth. Janna Wilson was 12th,
Sue Donato 33rd, Kristy Baker
35th and Lisa Scalf 36th.
The boys team had a little more

Post Time 7 p.m.

trouble as Mike Ross was its top
finisher at 25th. Lee Shouse was
49th, Carl Howes 69th, Bradley
Harris 76th, Herbie Tabers 77th
and Charles Howes 79th.
Calloway hosts St. Mary's,
Graves County and Fulton City at
the Murray Country Club at 4:30
this afternoon

LeaglIe soccer

of Paducah
Just Over a Mile East of 1-24 Exit 4

PAGE

SCOREBOARD

Don Robinson led a group of
relief pitchers in a Lively home run
derby, whacking two shots about
400 feet into the second deck in left
field.

"1 told the guys they didn't have
to work out," San Francisco
Manager Roger Craig said. "I was
kind of hoping they'd say no so I
could go out and visit some of my
family here. But they want to work
The Giants could have taken
out, they want to keep the momenMonday off just like the Cardinals, tum going."
but couldn't think of anyplace
The Giants also were aware of a
they'd rather be than the ballpark
quirk in their record this year.
They seem to lose at home after
days off and on the road after
travel days.
"Most of the times we've taken
San Francisco Giants lead the Na- off we've been sluggish," catcher
tional League playoffs 3-2 with Bob Brenly said. "It's either sit
Game 6 scheduled for tonight in St. around the hotel or run around the
Louis.
shopping) mall with our wives."
"We haven't been real good
Only the 1973 New York Mets,
after
off days," shortstop Jose
who went 82-79, had a worse
regular-season mark than Min- Uribe said. "We like to keep
nesota's 85-77 and still made it to everything in a flow. Everybody
wanted to come out."
the World Series.
Craig said left-hander Atlee
But in a short series, as the Hammaker would start the
Twins proved against Detroit, seventh game of the playoffs on
regular-season records don't Wednesday night if the Giants lose
guarantee victory.
tonight. Herzog wasn't around to
say whether he would send out
left-hander Joe Magrane again to
oppose Hammaker as he did in
Game
3.
The owners, meanwhile, are
Craig
said Herzog told him,
feeling their own pressure.
"Take care of the media, I'm going fishing."
While attendance was up from
last week's first strike games, including 61,230 Monday night at
Mile High Stadium, where Denver
beat the Los Angeles Raiders
30-14, television ratings continued
to decline.
In overnight ratings from 15
cities for Sunday's games, NBC
had a 10.2, a drop of 13 percent
from last Sunday, while CBS drew
Basketball season can't start
a 13.6 rating for its first regional soon enough for the Murray State
games and 10.7 for the second Lady Racers.
games, a decrease of 14 percent.
In expectation of challenging for
the Ohio Valley Conference title,
the Lady Racers tip off their season
at the earliest possible time - the
first moment after midnight on
Thursday, October 15.
The third annual "Lady Racer
Midnight Madness" scrimmage is
open to the public, free of charge,
at Racer Arena.
Pre-practice entertainment inLeonard has formulp.ted his own
cludes the MSU cheerleaders and
technique for roundaig the bases
Dunker, and those attending are
after hitting a homer. Aside from eligible
for prizes. The Lady
moving very slowly, he keeps his
Racers follow with a short
left arm close to his side, as if he scrimmag
e.
has a "flap" down. It can be ir"This has developed into a tradiritating to opposing players and tion that
we're very proud of," said
fans.
head coach Bud Childers.
"I trotted my very first home
"We want to highlight the beginrun (in the majors)," said ning of basketbal
l season as much
Leonard, who broke in with the as possible and
what better way to
Los Angeles Dodgers in 1977 and do that than
to practice at the
was traded from Houston to the earliest possible time."
Giants four years later. "I walked
Childers encourages everyone,
from third to home."
students and local residents, to
Leonard said that outside of the attend.
baseball world, he's really "quiet
"In the past, our fans have been
and shy." But inside of it, anything just as excited as our players have
goes.
been," said Childers.
"I may run my mouth too
The Lady Racers open their
much," Leonard said. "That's the home schedule November 18 with
way I am at work. Everybody a 5:15 p.m. exhibition game against
knows I'm like that."
Fort Campbell.
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I.IS(.t

1111.4011PIONSHIP SEK19:S
American Leasur
Nednesday • Oct. 7
%linnesota S Detroit 5
Thursday . Oct. s
%111111rsola 06 Detroit 3
Saturday 's Game
Lbetrott 7 Minnesota 6
,141041) Game
Minnesota 5 Detroit 3
Monday's Game
Minn.-Sot 9 la
-trod 5 Minnesota wins
series 4 1
--National League
Tuesday • Oct. 11
St Loin. 5 San Francisco 3
ednesday Oct. I
San Francisco 5 St Louis 0
Firida). Oct.9
St Louis 6 Sari Francisco 5
Saturday 'ft Game
San Francisco 4 St Louts 2
!Sunday'a Game
San Francisco 6 St Louis 3 San Franc taco
It ads series 3.2
Tuesday's Game
erkv 11112
sl St

Lout. Tudor 10.2
'M pm
ednesday'.Game
San Francisco at St Louis 8 25 pm LI
necessary
--81t)R1.0 SEIDL%
Saturday.Oct. 17
St Louis or San Francisco at Minnesota
^ti, p m
Sunday.Oct. IS
st Louis or San Francisco at Minnesota
Tuesday.Oct. Sla
Minnesota at St LOUib or San Francisco
30 p 171
V.ednesdny. Oct. 21
Minnesota at St Louis or San Francisco.
5 25 p m
Thursday.Oct. 22
Minnesota at St Louis or San Fi-ancisco.
25 p m if necessary
Saturday.Oct. 24
St Louis or San Francisco at Minnesota. 4
p m if necessary
Sunday.Oct. 25
St Louis or San Francisco at !Minnesota
5 25 pm EST. if necessary

Football
SIIERIC'A

CONVILKE SCE:
Easi
L T Pet. PI
, PA
Indianapolis
2 2 0
500 84
52
MULTI
2 2 0
500 106 62
New England
2 2 0 .500 76 91
N Y Jets
2 2 0 .500 98 96
Butfalo
3 0
1
250 75 122
Central
Houston
3
1
0 .750 105
70
Cmcinnati
2 2 0 .500 75 68
Cleveland
2 2 0 .500 85 63
Pittsburgh
2 2 0
500 89 94
West
L A Ftaiders
1 0
3
750 96
54
San Diego
3 1
0 .750 68 66
Denver
2
1
.667 97 88
1
Seattle
2 2 0 .500 94
91
Kansas City
1
3 0 .250 51 133
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Dallas
3 1 0
750 1013 84
Washington
3 1
0
750 120
78
St Louis
2 2 0
500 93 88
Philadelphia
1
3 0
250 76 127
N Y Giants
0 4 0
000 66 129
Central
Chicago
4 0 0 1 000 116
32
Minnesota
2 2 0
500, 78 85
Tampa Bay
2 2 0
500 95 74
Green Bay
1
2
375 56 72
1
Detroit
1
3 0 .250. 72 We
Kest
San Francisco
3
1
750 110 94
0
New Orleanq
2 2
ri
500 101
82

Atlanta
LA Rams

1
3 0 .250 60
1
3 0 .250 73
Sunday's Games
St Louis 24. New Orleans 19
Dallas 41. Philadelphia 22
Chicago 27. Minnesota 7
San Diego 17 Tampa Bay 13
Detroit 19. Green Bay 16. OT
New England 14, Buffalo 7
Houston 15. Cleveland 10
Indianapolis 6. New York Jets 0
Miami 42 Kansas City 0
Washington 38, New York Giants 12
Cincinnati 17, Seattle 10
San Francisco 25, Atlanta 17
Los Angeles Rams 31. Pittsburgh 21
Monday's Game
Denver 30. Los Angeles Raiders 14
Sunday. Oct. 18
Indianapolis at Pittsburgh
Seattle at Detroit
Miami at New York Jets
New England at Houston
Cleveland at Cincinnati
Philadelphia at Green Bay
New Orleans at Chicago
Minnesota at Tampa Bay
Los Angeles Rams at Atlanta
New York Giants at Buffalo
San Diego at Los Angeles Raiders
Denver at Kansas City
St Louis at San Francisco
Monday, Oct. 19
Washington at Dallas

The Top iNsenty
The Top Twenty teams in the Assotuate0
Press college football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses. record through garnet
of Oct
10, total points based on
20-19.18-17-16.15.14.13-12-1110.9-8.7.6-5-4-3-2.1
and last week's ranking
Record Pts Pvs
1 Oklahoma 147
5-0-0
1.184
1
2 Nebraska .7.
5-0-0
1,122
2
3 Miami. Fla .6.
4.0-0
1,111
3
4 Florida State
5-1-0
935
6
5 Auburn •
440-1
934
5
6 1....SU
5-0-1
901
7
7 Clemson
54-0
880
8
- Tennessee
4-0-1
752
10
l'CLA
4.1-0
713
11

10 Penn State
5-1-0
606
14
11 Notre Dame
3-1-0
544
12. Oklahoma State
5:0-0
- 439
19
13. Syracuse
5-0-0
6
1
42
117
306
14 Florida
4-2-0
15. Arkansas
4-1.0
285 20
16 Oregon
4-1-0
229
17 Ohio State
3-1.1
16
9
11
2
,
18 Georgia
62
4-2-0
19. Michigan §tate
3-2-0
133
20 Indiana
4
114
Other receiving votes • StilMeSCIta "79.
Michigan 77. Arizona State 73, Wake Forest
58, Pitt 48 Washington 41. Air Force 33.
South Carolina 31. Alabama 10. Kentucky 10.
Baylor 9. Wyoming 4. Iowa 3. Boston College
2, Texas AUM I

SCA.11 Div.1-.4A Top 211
MISSION. Kansas i AP - The top 20
teams in the 1987 NCAA Division IA),- foot.
ball poll with first.place votes in parentheses, records through Oct It, points and
last week's ranking
Record Pis Ps
1 Holy Cross .4 r
5-0-0
80
1
2 North Texas St
76
5.1-0
3
3 Appalachian St
3-2.0
69
4
4 Eastern Kentucky
4-1A
5
68
5 Jackson St
4-0-1
64
6
6 James Madison
4.1-0
9
57
tie Northeast I ,OUISLSV111,
4.1-0
57
2

8. Georgia Southern
9 Western Illinois
10 New Hampshire
It Nevada-Reno
12. Western Carolina
13 Weber St
14. Western Kentucky
15. Nicholls St.
16. Delaware St
,
17 Southern!:
18 Northern Iowa
19 Boise St
20 Middle Tenn St

•

4-24-5.9-0
3-1-0
, 3-2-0
3-2-0
4-1-0
3.2-0
4-1.1
34-0
4.1-0
3-3-0
4-1-0
3-2-0'

51
t7
49
13
42 14
40 119
37
18
27 -26
-25 -18 -14
IT
13
11
11
-10 --

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

SET FOR

Chiefs win under-12 girls game
The Chiefs under-12 girls team
beat the Storm 7-2 yesterday as
Sara Fitts scored three goals and
assisted another. Kim Johnson added a pair of goals and an assist
and Maggie Snyder converted an
Angela Fairbanks assist to round
out the scoring.

ROUTE 1
SPRINGVILLE, TN 38256
PHONE (901)642-0368

Heather Gray, Amy Klemencic
and Kim Poole led the defensive
support of goalkeeper Mary
Lough, who made two saves.
The Storm's Jill Miller scored a
pair of goals and Ellen Uddberg
and Molly Willis combined for 10
saves.

RACER
FOOTBALL TRIVIA

2ND ANNIVERSARY
BIRTHDAY PARTY,

O.: Name the three charter members of the Ohio Valley
Conference which have remained in the league
throughout its 40 years.
To enter Mr J's and Lady J's Racer Getaway Trivia Contest, write the correct answer to this week's question
along with your name and telephone number, on a 3 X
5 card. Deposit it at Mr. J's and Lady J's in the Olympic
Plaza or at the MSU Athletic Ticket Office in Room 211
of Stewart Stadium by noon Friday.

BULL DURHAM'S DINING ROOM
Iess.446.4•. FAST/EST crill.441 Mentor.

,41111.0"On Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Catfish Special
Offer good Wed Oct 14 & Thur Oct 15 at 5 pm. tit 10 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$3nn

Catfish Steak•, French
Fries. Cole Slew. Beans
ea Hushpuppies

REG HOURS TUESDAY SATURDAY 2 PM
SUNDAY 11 AM - 9 PM
CLOSED MONDAY

10 PM
AIL

121
99

MURRAY STATE
V.S.
LIBERTY
UNIVERSITY
Sat. 7:30 p.m.
(Parent's Day)
Tickets: 762-4895
Rm. 211 Roy Stewart Stadium
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Stepdad and Daughter

Dealt)

CLASSIFIEDS

Became Too Close
L

for Mom's Comfort

DEAR TRUE STORY: Thank
you for sharing your experience. A word to the wives is
sufficient.
**
DEAR ABBY: Although my husband and I have been married for 32
years, we still disagree about

something that happened on our
wedding day. We had agreed that
we would be married at a private
ceremony at our church, followed by
a dinner for the immediate family.
You can imagine my surprise to
arrive at the church and find 25 or
30 of my fiance's out-of-town relatives there! Since we hadn't planned
on guests, it was an awkward
moment.
Later I learned that my husband's mother had invited them,
and even arranged for a catered
dinner following the ceremony. My
husband thought this was a nice
thing for her to have done. I thought
it was underhanded. I also thought
the bride and groom made the
wedding plans. The fact that his
mother took it upon herself to invite

egai

'ant nkar un,wersiry
3150.00 p•r rno.

'Lit

PICK up your 1987
Kentucky Duck Stamp
print now! Betty min
ton's Framers Gallery
in Dixieland Center or
call and layaway 753
0077

TRANSFER your emM
home movies to video
tape $350 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Free pick up and deliv
cry Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production
Specialties 435 4319

VanCleave roads An
swers to "Mickey
Generally shy 753 0653
6

753-4199
-Our lath lierr"

With Classified

,,fclu Pip IT, BIG
BROTHER YOU EXPLAINED
IT PERFECTLY! YOU'VE
5AvED ME!

753-1916

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Saturday
8a.m. — 12 noon

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square.
Mayfield. Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

(I CRIED OUT FOR
HELP AND YOU CAME
TO MY RESCUE!

ALREAD4r

THIS I6NT A
REPORT CAA),

& excellent secretarial

TAIS DOESN'T SAY

"PAgnciPATION"..rr 5,4q

TT'A

CERT)FICATE_

LET ma
GEE THAT

\

Wanted

skills needed
Send
resume to
P 0. Box
1040 E, Murray, Ky
rXPER1ENCED only,
sewing operators wan
ted
Apply at Sager
Corporation, 700 N 4th
St , Murray, Ky
GET paid for reading
books! $100 per title
Write ACE 187C. 161 5
Lincolnway, N Aurora,
IL 60542
HELP wanted No ex
perience necessary
Apply or call at Greg's
Vinyl Tops Call 753 9841

NANCY
RF_poar
CAIRD

Help

AIRLINE lobs availa
ble now! Earn up to
550.000 Mechanics,
flight attendants,
customer service
1 13151 733 6062 EXT
A 369 for info, listings
BABYS1TTER needed 4
d ays a week
10A M 5P M 753 1 352
COOKS needed, Plum
Tree Restaurant, apply
in person
2 IP M
Monday through
Friday
CRTT E or CRTT
Immediate opening for
part time position in
Resiratory care. Sub
mit resume/ applica
tion to Personnel, Mar
shall County Hospital,
503 George McClain
Drive, Benton, Ky
42025
DRIVERS wanted
Must be 18 or older have
own vehicle and proof of
insurance
Apply in
Person at Domino's
Pizza
rXCELLENT WAGES
for spare time assembly
work, electronics,
crafts Others inior
15041 64)0091 EXT 1866
Open 7 days CALL
NOW!
rXECUTIVE legal
secretary Management

$ss
State Rep. Freed Curd of Murray, left, joins State Rep. Dick Castleman
of Mayfield, right, in a discussion with Richard White, a director of the
Kentucky Council of Forest Industries, during a luncheon sponsored by
the council for members of the General Assembly's Interim Joint Com.
mittee on _Agriculture and Natural Resources. A council study shows
that the state's timber harvest returns more than 1.5 mlthon to
Calloway County woodland owners and operators annually.

'
PRECIPITATION "
IT DOES.'

HELP WANTED

1 Vs" Vaki
AN

Now accepting
applications for the
following positions
Cook — Not Cook
Fry Cook — Utility

ecif.

Tues., WAS., Thurs.
between 2 pm -4 pm
Some Exponent. Required

GARFIELD

South
12th
St.

"Well, he's done It agoin4
Curse that paper chimp"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY
WATCHING
OUR LITTLE
FEATHERED
FRIENDS
PLY,
EL LA'

BLONDIE

Found

and white spotted male
cat on Carl Crisp and

1957 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go the hospital, you
or your insurance will
have to pay the first
$520.00
before
Medicare
Pays
anything. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance

Make
sss
$ss
sssssssssss
sssssssssssssssss
$sss
sss
ssss
ssss
sss
ss$s
ssss
$ss
sssssssssssss
sssssssssssss
$ss
ssss
ssss
sss
ssss
ssss
sss
ssss
ssss
$ss
$sss
sssssssssssssssss
sssssssssss

Lost and

EWARD
Missing
since 10 2 87, black

Notice

2

Notice

Koppemud Realty.
Phan* 753-1222

5.

I DON'T THINK OF
?HEM AS"F EATHE-RED
FRIENDS"
•

rep

I THINK OF
THEM AS
"FAST FOOD"

1 Greek letter
4 Los Angeles
abbr
6 Lasso
11 Stretcher
13 Penetrates
15 Owner's risk.
abbr
16 Comforted
18 Scottish caps
19 Afternoon
social
21 "— Like It
Hot"
22 "The Two of
23 Madison and
Park
26 Printer's
measures
29 Rabbit
31 Pintail duck
33 Diphthong
34 Article
35 Short sleep
38 Pigpen

1

2

4
12

15

16

19

23
29

Scheme
Male parent
That thing
Rent
Malicious
burning
6 Buys back

5

8

7

8

9

UUUU
UUU
UUUUill
18

21

24

22

26

30

31

27

33

ill

34

35

40

41

45

46

36

37

36
42

39
43

UU
UU
UU iUU
47

44

48

50 ill
56

10

13

20

TIIE PHANTOM

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN

3

11

PRY
MD OE DAIZI
R Ill E 1210 R
T LEI0 E 0
0G
A L. DM 0DO E la
IIIS
DEAR
SIDE
I MPO SPUN' LE}A
EIEETH
SEEGI DO
D UM N
SNAP
AS
PIUR
TRIPE
ITS
REED
K EUL
D A alla D Ellj T
S N
EM
MILLION
DO
SPINERE
PROPOL
S E EDS OE
ODD

53

54

55

52UUU

57

60

U61

62

58UUU
63
rc-, 1967 Untted Feature synotost.

-

•

7 At home
8 Aleutian
island
9 Plague
10 Limb
12 Tellurium
symbol
14 Steamship.
abbr
17 Large birds
20 Swiss river
24 Sell
25 Series of
games
27 Small rugs
28 Chair
29 Drag
30 Poker stake
32 Sight organs
36 River island
37 Pledge
42 Epic poetry
14 Devoured
46 Monster
48 Birthmarks
49 Pope's scarf
51 Roman tyrant
54 Heroic event
55 Tardy
56 Note of scale
57 Commercials
59 Mile. abbr.
62 Teutonic
deity
64 Calcium

symbol
,
.

Want•d

Start loran) full time
part time

Train on live

airlLne computers Home
study and nreitbent train
Vinancia/ aid avail

Inc
able

Job pla,•ment aa

stance

Nista:mai lickatra

Lighthouse Pt

Pl,

A.C.T. TILA51LL. artiOnt
I

800 327 1228

Act:slabbed member

H S

NEEDED experienced
hairdresser
Call 753
3191 for interview
NEED a lob' 4 openings
now You May qualify
if
(1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, 12) you
have been out of school
9 months or more (31
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This proiect is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Call
JTPA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12 00 5 days a week
POSITIONS available
for creative progres
stve RN's. LPNs in AC
OB/NSY. ER- 'CCU.
12 twur shifts Corn
petetive wage
benefit
package "No frills"
package available for
part time employees
Submit resume
ap
plication to Personnel,
Marshall County
Hospital 503 George
McClain Drive, Benton,
Ky 42025
9

Situation

Wanted

MOW of P M
kin
dergartener in North
Elementary would like
to babysit 437 4750 or
437 4123

1

Instruction

1

t E ARN TO DRIVE"
TRACTOR TRAILER

se0
IMIDS.O. row we.
,
Win www WOW@ No 'roe
A:1•1411••• ronng
•
DO'
o.
ACCredned Member WATTS
rtnanclal Aid Available
AitiAPeCE
Ma,•,•• My•
•Mehill•••„ 91.1
/Ma__ •••

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Tantalum
symbol
40 Guido's low
note
41 Extremely
terrible
43 "— of Eden"
45 Conducted
47 Highest
50 Half an en-i
52 Moroccan
native
53 Lamprey
56 Debbie Allen
series
58 Religion of
the Moslems
60 Father
61 Worships
63 Draw out
65 Breathe
loudly in
sleep
66 Selenium
symbol
67 King topper

Help

IMMEDIATE opening
tor licensed hair Ores
ser 753 3344 or 753 0652
to live in with
LAD
invalid lady
Room,
board and salary 759
1661
LiVE ff1 campanion for
older lady Room, board
and salary provided
Call 753 1856
LOCAL construction
company seeking
qualified craftspersons
in the following
categories
Proiect
manager, Construction
Superintendent, Con
crete Frame Carpenter,
Finish Carpenters. Iron
Workers. Millwrights,
Licensed Plumbers,
P ipe Fitter and
Welders Send resume
of experience in each
category along with
Iisting of any cer
tifications to P 0 Box
1040 I, Murray, KY
42071
MEDICAL Technologist
or equivalent Day shift
Able to work in all areas
of the lab Send re
sume'
, application to
Personnel, Marshall
County Hospital, 503
George McClain Drive,
Benton, KY 42025

Small 1 81? Nome

10% penalty will be applied to
all City of Murray unpaid property
taxes on November 1. Payments by
mail must be postmarked October
31, 1987 in order to avoid the penalty The City Clerk's Office is open
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a m to
5 00 p m. and will be open on Saturday, October 17, 9:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

DEAR STINGING: To have
invited wedding guests without
your knowledge and approval
was certainly "out of line." I
know it's not easy to forget, but
no good purpose is served by
bringing it up. If it's any satisfaction for you to know that 2
Abby is on your side, I am.

6

Not iCe

2

A

these people caused embarrassment
for me and my family.
Don't you think this should have
been discussed with us before the
marriage'? I do. My husband insists
that I am wrong, and his mother
wasn't in the least out of line.
I've tried to forget it, but it keeps
coming up, and I'd like your opinion.
STINGING MEMORIES

PEANUTS

AND THEN YOU ADD
BOTH NUMBERS TO GET
THE ANSWER SEE?

g

CITY TAX NOTICE

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Reading the letter
from "Wondering in San Antonio"
took me back many years. ("Wondering's" husband of six years
thought it was perfectly OK to visit
his 17-year-old stepdaughter's bedroom at bedtime to "talk" to her.
The girl slept in the nude and made
very little effort to cover up. "Wondering" said when she mentioned
this to her husband, he accused her
of being paranoid, crazy and evilminded.)
When I was 35. I married a man
who seemed to be overly fond of my
14-year-old daughter. He spent
much time "tucking her in" and
playing physical games — wrestling, hugging and dancing.
When she started to date, he
insulted every boy she brought
home. They grew closer and closer.
By the time she was 28, she hadn't
brought anybody home for three
years. Their relationship was obvious to me, but she denied it, and he
called me "crazy and evil-minded."
I tried to talk some sense into her,
but she wouldn't listen.
I retained a lawyer who wrote her
a letter demanding that she move
from our home. She moved. A few
months later, my husband moved
out, and in with her. We were
subsequently divorced and he married my daughter. They've been
together since 1966.
I know that most men are decent,
but I think women should be careful
when they consider bringing a man
into their home as a stepfather.
TRUE STORY,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

e

Cal Toll Free Anytrne

1-800-334-1203
14

Want to

Buy

WANTED
immediate
occupancy of livable
home on 5 to 10 acre
wooded lot, with shop
and/or barn, within 7
miles of Murray City
limits. Prefer owner
financing. Have small
down payment Call
753-0338

15

Articles

for

Sale

rCONOMY 254 studs 94
cents ea
Mid South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington,
Paris: 901 642 2552,
PANELING! Paneling!
Paneling! S4.95 and up
Mid South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
STANDARD size storm
windows 521 25, storm
doors $55.95 and up.
Mid South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901
642 2552
16. Home

Furnishings

biNTNG table 6 chairs,
Italian style, $150 753
8040 or 753 3050
rARLY American hide
a bed sofa, makes
queen size bed, excellent condition, $250;
recliner rocker, excel
lent condition, $50. -Call
after 6P.M. 753 8255.
18

Sewing

Machines

SEWING machine
cabinets, new and used,
from $20 up New Singer
Zig Zag machine,
$99.50. Used Touch and
Sow Singer in cabinet,

•, •

4.

CLASSIFIEDS
8

Sewing

Machines

•INGER sewing
nachine in local storige Singer electronic.
+Sus, sell due to divorce.
)ne of Singers finest,
ree arm for cuffs,
)ants legs, collars, etc.
ou lust push a button
or buttonholes, fancy
)afterns, stretch slit
hes, etc
Still under
marranty
Sold new.
)ver $800 Pay cash
Jalance of lust 1239 87
*VIII take older machine
as partial payment For
tree home trial and
delivery, call credit
manager 1 502 686 2318

24

Miscellaneous

24

x8' TREATED lattice
panels $7 50 Mid South
Wholesale Building 342
East Washington,
Paris, 90)642 2552
3 GAL driveway sealer
$7 95
Mid South
Wholesale Building 342
East Washington,
Paris, 901 642 2552
ADULT chair corn
mode, $25, antique
wash stand, $250 quilts,
Old and new 753 7977
ALL chain saw chains
20% off Stokes Equip
ment, Industrial Road,
753 1319

BASEBALL cards, 150
000 1950 through 1987 3
Farm Equipment
cents each 354 8050
NEW 10 Sidewinder CHAIN saw sale Sach
bush hog mower for 3 Dolmars saws Exam
pie of the savings
point hitch 13175 759
4070
Model 112, 31 cu inch
PLANT bed gasing and with 18' bar
now
covering
Using men 4212 95 save $50 With 2
thol bromide and black, year warranty
Stokes
embossed ptastic Call Tractor 753 1319
David Feagin, KirkSey, FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
489 7740
FIREWOOD for 'ale,
Red oak $28 stacked,
20 Sports Equipment
$26 thrown off 436 5430
1TFfACA new 17 gauge FIREWOOD $25 a rick,
Pump model, 37 Deluxe, delivered
Cut to
feature weight, raised specified size All over
22- in length, $30 a rick
rib, 26" barrel, im
753 2887 or 759 4794
proved cylinder
759
1894
EMMINGTON rifle, FISHER Md 0280 X
model 700 WIN, 270 Aquanaut metal detec
BDL pool table Nights tor, used about 20 hrs
and weekends, 436 2673, cost $649 new, sell for
days 753 4703
$450 firm 753 0239
HEAVY ditty trailer for
car or light mach ,
Musical
22
tandem wheels, elect
AUTIFUL PIANO
and hand whenchs,
Must sell locally
Low excel' cond 51000 759
payment balance E x
1910
ten 245, 1 800 342 5587
LARGE. large, large
selection of storage
24' Miscellaneous
buildings in stock for
1 GREAT recipe Mor
immediate delivery
ning Glory Muffins
Acree Portable
Send $T plus self
Buildings, Mayfield.
addressed stamped en ,Ky 502 247 7831
.elope to Box 19, New
MULCH for sale
Concord, Ky 42076
Shredded hardwood,
1- 5 CARAT diamond brown or black, small
earrings for sale, like amount or by the truck
flew
Call Scott Wilson load
Delivery availa
753 0586
ble Call Jerry 759 4808
19

ATTENTION!
Friends of a needy family in
Calloway County are trying to
collect donations. Will accept
clothing, home appliances,
money, etc.

Miscellaneous

TV

Radio

LEASE TO OWN 75
console TV with remote,
$53 a month
Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19"
color TV, $78 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR. S32 a
month Murray Rental
& Sales 753 8201
27 Mobile Homes

tor Sale

12)(60 1975 LAWRENCE,
excellent condition Must
see to appreciate 0 4 Fox
Meadows Priced to sell
759 9890 or 753 5677
12x60 MOBILE home.
setup, ready to move in,
owner will finance with
$1000 down, 5 moles east
of town 759 4850
12)(65 MOBILE home, /
BR, I bath, good condi
lion, $3,500 Call 759 9410
1974 GRANDVILLE
12x65, 2 bedroom, 1 1/1
bath, needs some re
pairs $3300 753 0579
after 5P M
1981 14x77 MOB
home, partial fur
nished, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, large kitchen,
living room with
fireplace 753 7913 be
fore 5P M
753 4544
between 6 9P M
New Hours Effective 10/19/87
LIKE new, 1 4 x 6 g
almond mobile home,
Closed Mondays
triple insulation,
Open Tut,* Thur-FrI 4 p.m.-8 p.m
therma storm windows,
Set 1 p.m. - 8 p m.
central heat and air
Sun 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
$10,000 firm
901 782
Gift i-r
ales Now Available
3513
IDrawing this week for color
NICE 1984 Continental
mobile home 14x60
autographed photo of Gaylord Perry)
bedroom, 2 full baths,
500 Maple
759-1214
cathedral ceilings. Call
after 8P.M 753 0921
WINTER in Florida for
•l11•••••111•••••••••1111•••••••••••••••111 $143
a month
Park
•
• model on
lake 30 miles
•
a
• north of Clearwater
Beactt, for sale
or
•
•
•
•S17,000 Call for al
• details 753 6668
•

Please drop off at
7th & Poplar
Church of Christ
or call Eugene Collins
436-2819 8 a.m.-1 p.m.

ILr

Big 0
Baseball Cards

Mobile Home Furnaces.•
•••
For Sale

•
•
•

•

New COLEMAN Gas
Furnace 55,000 BTU

•
•
•

*Four Star *
•
• Mobile Home
•
Repair

49500
STARKS BROTHERS
MOBILE HOMES ••
•
Benton

•

$

.ii your

*

•
•
•
•
• 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
•
•
•• 7 BEDROOM furnished
•
•
• mobile home 2 baths on
Hwy. 641 Hazel, Ky
•
a
•
• $150 a month, $200
• deposit You pay all
527-3108
•
• your bills Call answer
•
•
Mayfiel
d
247-972
0
•
• mg service 492 8806
• 2 BEDROOM trailer at
aisl•••••••••••••••••••000001
1•••••EfT New Concord $75 per
Month 436 2427
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5209.
NORTHWIND Mobile
Our Goal Is To Sell 3500 Cases
- Home Park on North
16th Street now has
Of Fruit by November 14
trailer lots and trailers
for rent. 753 9866.
We Have
Selling Cost
SMALL mobile home on
large lot for 1 person
Sm. box Oranges (40-63)
$10.00
$85 per month, water
Lg. box Orange (80-125)
furnished 489 2595
$14.00

•

•

HELP SUPPORT THE
CALLOWAY COUNTY SPEECH TEAM TO
ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON

Sm. box Grapefruit (18-24)
Lg. box Grapefruit (36-48)
Sm. box Navel Oranges (25-30). .
Lg. box Navel Oranges (45-50)..
Sm. box Tangelos
Lg. box Tangelos
Apples (20 lb.)
-MIXED-24 Navel Oranges, 12 Grapefruit

$10.00
$14.00
$12.00

* Four Star *
Mobil* Home
Repair

$18.00
$10.00
$14.00
$12.00

Anchoring 8,
Complete Repair

* (502)492-8488 *
$12.00

Order Your Fruit Now by Contacting
A Member Or Celli 753-8141 or 759-4878

HUTCH Rebel wood
stove Fire brick lined,
2 1/2 years old, excel
lent condition $175.
753 6613
SIX room Coleman gas
heater, also 40 gallon
hot water heater 753
9992
WOOD burning Ember
Hearth insert with
blower for fireplace.
Excellent condition
1150 753 5193 after
5P M
30

Business

32

Apts for

Rent

41

34

Houses for

Oct. 16.

Livestock -Supplies

Rentals

1-800-327-7728
M Market
We're Not Closed!
We have moved our produce into the building at
the back of the lot for your convenience
You'll love the home grown tomatoes. Missouri
watermelons, pumpkins, apples and much more
Como in for greet prices on Fail decorations,
fresh apple cider and molasses
Thank You,
Cf & 4 Market
at 9th & Sycamore

Peppers
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge
Hwy. 79
Paris, TN
Call Collect 901-642-5061

Lots Of Now Tracts-Ins Listed This Week

CARS
New! New!Last Ono!87' Dodge Caravan SE...auto, air. 5-passenger Demo. has
1500 (fifteen hundred) mites Will sell at a
clearance price
'86 Nissan Sentra...local 1 owner, air, AMFM Come drive and save.
'83 Buick Regal Estate Wagon...1 -owner.
full power & air, extra clean and nice
TRUCKS & VANS
'87 Ford Ranger...local 1 owner, less than
10.000 miles, lots of warranty left. Striped
and sharp
'87 Dodge D150...automatic, full power &
air, local 1 owner, that needed a car instead
of a truck. In perfect condition only 5,000
miles & balance of factory 7/70 warranty
Red & ready for you
'86 Plymouth Voyager Mini-Van...local
1 owner, new mini-van trade-In, 7 passenger
seating, 2 tone blue, full power & air, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM stereo cassette.
'86 Chevy S-10...13,000 miles, 1 owner,
auto, power steering, iflex cond
'86 Dodge D-50...gas saving truck with just
8,800 miles, not 88,000, just 88 hundred,
sharp and clean
'85 Chevy Monster 4x4...local, 1 owner.
trophy winning show truck, 1 look and you
will want to own it
'82 Dodge Rampage...local. 1 owner, just
52.000 actual miles. 4 speed extra clean

And this is just a partial listing.
Come see for yourself how much you can save.
"Whatever It Takes
We Want To Be Your
Car or Truck Co."

AEU
%Or

PEPPERS

43

Real Estate

Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
With a wide selection or
quality homes in the
city & in the county. All
price ranges Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Peal
Estate easy for you
44

Lots for

✓

112
King wood
stove, porcelain finish, 4
years old. Call 753-4917
after 6P M

Business Hours
Mon.-Frl. 9-6

1-800-345-3821

Sat. 9-5

Dan Taylor
Formerly or Murray & Foon,

Freddie Poe
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Paris, TN
S01-042-3111100
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

50

Sale

2 BEDROOM house in
county. 3 fireplaces,
high ceilings, partiaisy
remodeled. Woodwork
ing shop, other out
buildings, fencing,
gardens, fruit plan
tings. 523,000. 759 1625.
BY OWNER
New 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
in Canterbury Subdivi
sion. Attractive well
planned home Must see
to appreciate. Call 753
3903 after 4P.M.
GOVERNMENT homes
for S1 (U repair). Buy
direct! Repos & tax
seized properties. Call
today for facts! 1-518
459-3546 Ext. H 973 (toll
refundable) 24HRS.
HOUSE and 2 acres.
Cedar sided frame with
front porch, 2 bedroom,
newly remodeled/
country decor, detached
garage. Low 20's. 435
4378. 9 miles west off 94,
Protemus road.

NICE 3 bedroom brick
home on double lot in
Maplewood Estates,
s less than 1 mile from
town. 2100 Sq. Ff. with
fireplace insert, central
air and heat, double
garage. S55,900
759-9698.
NO qualifing assumable
VA loan on this ex
trbmely neat 2 bedroom
country home with
large detached garage.
Situated on a lovely 1
acre lot in the Southwest school district. De•
cor accents country
blues. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753 1222.

47.Motorcycles
1982 YAMAHA SECA
400, low mileage 8900
759 4506
87 HONDA CR 500,
cheap. Call 759 4131
NEW Bog Bear 4 wheel
drive yamaha, 36 miles
with trailer, licensed for
road, 53200. 474-2292.
48

Auto Services

121 Auto-Truck
Specialties
Mecnanicai Repair
We buy
sell-trade-instaii
For information call
759-4930
49

Used

Cars

1977 VOLARE, new
battery„ engine in good
condition, some rust on
body, $250. Phone 435
4203.
1979 MALIBU, V 6,
63,000 miles, auto, PS,
PB, new tires, good
condition, original ow
ner 753 1786
1981 SkJ -BARU GL.
Needs work
Call 753
5456.
72 CHEVROLET Im
pala, 4 door, extra good
mechanically. $350 436
2427.
78 PINTO, 4 speed,
stereo, sun roof, 30
MPG, 5600 753 9489
79 CONtINENTAL, 4
door, Town Landau,
silver green, 1 owner,
very clean 436 2427
82 MAZDA -R-X7 GS
Maroon, sun roof, air,
excellent condition
Asking $5300. 474 8865.

Rick's Vily1
Roofs/Motor Sales
'539872

1599921

Used

Trucks

1983 FORD Ranger
pickup $2850 Call 492
8566
1984 JEEP CJ 7 Re
negade, excellent con
dition. 527 3750 after
5P.M.
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup. Call 492 8566.
'49 CHEVROLET 3/4
ton flat bed, runs good
5450. 753 7225.
'73 WHITE Ford win
dow van, no rust, 16
MPG on road, excellent
condition. 4,362858.
'84 MAZDA SE 5 with
topper 489 2398

5 1
Homes for

53

Services °tiered

53

87 NISSAN, red, fac
tory air. Call 759 4131
'87 SUNBIRD SE con
vertible with only 3,000
miles PS. Pb,power
windows, tilt & cruise,
factory stereo &
equalizer 753 9841
EXTRA nice '84 Escort
GL wagon,, black and
silver, tilt, cruise, air,
AM FM, rear defroster,
28,000 miles. Call after
6P M. 753 7275.
NISSAN 1984 anniver
sary Edi/ion 300ZX,
Only 5000 made, 5 speed,
loaded, 38,000 miles,
owner financing 753
9240

Sale

acre parcels near
lake at Hamlin, Ky.
Wooded, good building
sites, blacktop road (Ky
1918), 1/2 mile from
lake. Ken Shores Es
tales, 753 7531.
IMPROVED large lots
some with trees. Johnny
Robertson Road 753 9302
anytime, 753 9612 after
5P M
kENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
acre, 12 x60 mobile
home, Septic and well,
$16,500 Home 442 1770
or Office 442 3632 Ow
ner financing.
NICE lot on 121, 6 1/2
miles North on natural
gas lines 180x300, $3600
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870.

1980 Cadillac Sevilles

Call 642-5661
or Toll Free

Cars

New Li Usect
GM Executive 8.
Program Vehicles

FIVE

2 to choose tron
29 Heating and Cooling

Used

KoPPERuD

46

Nationally accredited airline/travel school needs admissions representative for greater
Murray/Hopkinsville area. Will
train For more information, call
Mr. Brandon at.-

17, 18

121 South to New Con
cord, go 5 marts on 444.
right turn, 1 mde on
white stone road, right
turn, 2nd trailer on 411.
olf (Jut.
r,,sc hardvvare. sir t appliances,
clotr.rq
,'r1 home
neer!

/ BEDROOM brick
Hazel, Ky , Available
November 1st, $250 per
month, $200 deposit No
pets
Phone
901 247 5142
37

49

Moving
Sale

Rent

$50,000 POTENTIAL

Lake

Public Sales

BEDROOM apart
ment in Northwood
$2 4 5 per month
759 4406

REGISTERED Sim
STORE or office space, mental bull, sired by
Alpine Polled
1 mile from Murray on A I
Proto, 10 months old,
Hwy 94 east 753 0079
weight 950 pounds Call
7A.M to 8A M 9016.42
32 Apts for Rent
5168
1 bedroom apartment SIMME
NTAL and
Lease and deposit No Simbrah
bulls
Per
pets
753 9208 after formance & semen
4P M
Excellent qual
tested
1 BEDROOM furnished ity $650
& up Cadiz,
apartment near un
Ky 522 8794
iversity Nice No pets
Deposit, lease 753 9393
38 Pets Supplies
1 bedroom apartments
•OBEDIENCr train
Murray Manor Apart
your dog with no force 8
ments 753 8668 Equal
week puppies through
Housing Opportunity
adults Private lessons
1 or 7 BEDROOM
by appointment Pro
apartment near down
blems solved. Boarding
town Murray Call 753
and training also
4109, 762 6650 or available
. Board your
436 2844
female from first day of
MUR Cal apts
Nor
season until finished,
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
$75 fee. 436-2858.
Now renting
Equal AKC black and tan, 115
Housing Opportunity
weeks old, German
759 4984
Shepherd pup. Cham
N OW taking ap- pion pointed black
plications for 1 and 2 father $250 with . free
bedroom, section 8, low obedience le5sons
income family at German Shepherd pups
Southside Manor Apar
due from V rated Ger
tments. Call 753 8221. man import, $150 up.
E qual Housing 436 2858.
Opportunity
PARAKEETS, 37.95;
TAK I NG applications Cockatiels, $49.95;
for Section 8
Rent Conures, 549 .95;
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3 Senegal Parrot, S49.95;
Apply Hilldale Ring Neck Parakeet,
BR
Apts , Hardin, Ky. 539.95; and also Poodle
E qual Housing puppies. Paradise
Opportunity.
Kennels 753-4106.

D
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29 Heating and Cooling

PUSH IT, PULL IT,
DRAG IT, CARRY IT
and we will give you $75
for your old mower in on
a new Toro Stokes
Tractor 7531319
RON'S Muffler now has
SURE PULL trailer
hitches Heavy duty
shocks for $1595 each
installed
Mufflers
$26 95 installed
Will
change oil, filter with
lube $14 95 400 N 4th St
753 3514
RUBBER bed mats for
ALL makes of pick up
trucks Stokes Tractor
753 1319
SAWMILL lumbe?
seasoned Pine, 2x4's 8'
80 cents, 1x4's 8' 40
cents, 1x6's 8' 60 cents
Call 435 4494
SEASONED firewood
for sale $25 a rick, 2
rick ,minimum 436 2744
after 6P M
SEASONED Oak and
Hickory firewood $30 a
rick delivered
Call
after 6P M 753 8255
SHARP COPIERS for
sale, service, supplies
or demonstration Call
toll free 1 800 248 4319,
Copy Tech Company,
Benton, Ky
TELESCOPE reflect
mg, 8" mirror, variable
power, counter balan
ced tripod436 2879
TOR
push and self
propelled, side and rear
baggers Save up to 575
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
USED 55 gallon drums
very good condition
Stokes Tractor 75313)9
WE will service all
makes of kerosene
heaters plus stock all
parts Bring your hea
ter in for servicing,
receive 20% off Stokes
Equipment, Industrial
Road, 753 1319

26

TUESDAY, ocrosza IS, 1118,

Campers

1985 JAYCO 19' pop up
camper, bought new,
used little, excellent
condition. 52750. 437
4267
'85 MODEL Sahara 35'
Park model, excellent
condition, custom built.
Call 753 1537
52.Boats-Motors
22 SAILBOAT with 5
sails, Honda motor, full
Coast Guard package,
sleeps 4. 753-4917.
SAILBOAT- 16'
fiberglass Larson "C
Scow" racer, 2 sails.
.Fast. Excellent condition 436-2879
53. Services Offered

ACKHOE service
ditching sewer repair
septic tank installation
and repair
Gene
Steeley, 753-6156
BETTER BUI,L
CONTRUCTION
Stor
age buildings, treated
decks, and general
home improvements.
Quality work for less.
Free estimates. L.E.
Williams 489 2663
BOoKKEEPING in
home Call 753 7636
after 5.30P.M.
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
blade work and bush
hogging. Call 436 5430 or
753 0659
CHRIS'S
Counselor
and advisor E S P. and
card reading. 901 642
7050 appointment only.
COLLEY Tree Service.
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, prun
ing, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal ot unwanted
trees. Stump removal
Complete tree care. 14
years experience. Free
estimates. 753-0366.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, brick and
block work. CALL 502
492-8160.
DRESS making,
alterations, drapes, etc
436-5850.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coatirg and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading Phone
753 1537
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also. any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GILLS Trucking & Coal,
N. 17th St., Mayfield,
Ky. Lump & stoker coal,
picked up or delivered.
Phone 247-3797 Open
8a.m. 4p.m. Mon. Fri.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.

Services Offered

MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850
NEED work on your
trees'? We can beautify
your yard by topping,
shaping, dead vvooding or
removing dead or Ms
eased trees
For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals
Bover's Tree Service 753
0338 The competition
knows us you should too.
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I 'fix. Call 436
2868 evenings.

QUALITY
workmanship Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing
D.L. Poole,
435 4306

Miller's 121
Mini Storage
Located on 121 Bypass
7534771 or 7534855
after 5 p.m.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753 6973.
SEPTIC tank installa
tion and repair. Gene
Steeley, 753-6156.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
WINDOW washing, free
estimates. 759-1578.

Wulff
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery
We make your old
cabinets look like
new with woodgrain
laminated plastic,
new doors,
hardware and
countertops. Many
styles and colors.
FREE ESTIMATES
Murro 436-5560

Floor sanding
A I ENTERPRISE
Dustless Equipment
Wholesale dealer in gas
Stains & No Wax Floors
and wood burning ap
Our Specialty.
pliances, offering full
30 years experience
service installation
Also, fireplace repair
Bodeau Floor Co.
*Chimney cleaning
354-6127
'Masonry *Damper
'Bird screen 'Hoods. QUALITY construction
436-5355.
repairs and alterations. 55. Feed and Seed
A 1 STUMP Removal. Free estimates. Call G STRAW for sale. 51.25
Reasonable rates, 10" & A 436-2617.
per bale 492 8659
below surface. Call us
before you decide. Free
estimates. 753-0906.
AN ultimate service.
Let us stay while you're
away. Also critter sitCustom Kittiscri
ters. By the day, week
Cabinets
or drop by service.
Professional, bonded.
All Types Of.
Mail/ newspaper
pickup, shopping, wait
Custom
Woodworking
for repairman, plus
much more. No baby
sitting or maid service.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
753-3315 or Box 2065,
•Drop by & see our showroom
University Station,
•
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - leohlnd Bonny Botadlitia
Murray, KY. 42071,
APPLIANCE
************************
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753•4872, 436
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service
Installing City Sewer & Water Lines

753-9224

Houseboat for Sale

Solvay Tree Service
Stump removal • Fully inSure4
Aer,d,' Bucker Truck
Frost Estimatos
753-5484
LICENSED electrician,
residential and ,commercial. Air conditioning Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203.

1977 Captain's Craft, 50 ft., V-8,
generator,dual air, excellent condition, bottom just painted. At Town &
Country Marina. $23,500.

618-524-2533 or 524-5025

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, October 17,

19147;

10:30 a.m. RAIN

0

Old Country Homeplace
4 room home and approximately ISIENTSIE lot on 41terry Portertown Hord.
TERMS: la% down date of sale Balance with deed within 00 day•.
OWNER: Dile Outland Petite,
DiHrenONS: Prorn Hurray take Hwy. III South VI, Mlles to (berry Corner curve, turn lett tufd
proroed 1 mile to titerry Pottering'''. Hd., turn left and proceed 1 1, miles to properti
Personal Property Surtioa begins al /14111a.m

Kopperud Realty
Rob "Frady" MIDer - 4urtioneer

•
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Layaway Now!

\nicrw.i.N

Li% I Mk. St. Ire

34
4

a1.44.s.ul
100/0

•Makita Tools
•Black & Decker
Hand and
Shop Tools
•Kerosene
Heaters
*Ceiling Fans
•Polynesian Spas

4
4

3

'Indoor Lighting

down will hold
your layaway.
Pay just 10% weekly
or 20% every two weeks.
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
753-6095

We have something for
everyone in your family

'Pleas Doltcenter.
Or. 7
A
Hay& 3w1e,a4 sum& anta, 41±

Ya.47 Zirnpista

Lay-A-Way Something
for the Entire Family
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Wood Heater
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America's Favorite House Warmer
With This Area's Best Prices

4
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No w
On Sale'
Hwy. 641 North
Murray, Kentucky
753-4478

CENTER
200 E. Main

4
4
4

CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY

25 Puts Any VCR
On Layaway

JU
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HOOVER.c
SPIRIT"

4

W

$5995

Portable-Canister
Vacounulm
y

4

CHRISTMAS PLACE
INCLUCHNO ATTACHMENTS,

Over 3,000 Movie Rentals!
Mon.-Sat.
10-9

_

pave

Sun
1-5

• 7',4 qt
disposable
beg

• Bigot inch
canister
wheels

4

• 24000 RPM
Duel/Stage
Motor/Fan
system

• Handy
topside
switch
• Dual edge
cleaning

3
3
4

•
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Solos & Rentals
Il /
F

Central
Shopping
Center

Complete Line Of
Family Apparel
Complete Line Of
Family Outerwear
Fashion Sweaters For
The Family
Complete Line Of Electric
And Conventional Blankets

HOME TV 8, APPI IANCE

753-7670

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
()Toe: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161
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Select Christmas Gifts Now•And
34
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The 1987 Home Team
Professionals In Residence
From left to right: Warren Shropshire, Bill Rayburn (Sales Manager), Geri Andersen,
Frankie McNutt, Barbara Erwin, Linda Salley, Amos McCarty, Theresa Knight, Kathy
Kopperud, & Bi!! Kopperud (Broker).

ud to live and work in this progressive

•

We're Proud To Sell M
711 MAIN

See The Friendly Folks

7531222
Wind",/OR
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Gentleman Farmer
Quality
brick home and 119 acres adjoin
ing watershed lake $135.000

Our Sign Means Business!
i4P111Fim TA
;0
-

Large country horne with heated
indoor pool, hot tub, Florida
Room, 6, more $189,000

V
.46

Real Estate
2 acres in town
Phone 753 1222

One-ievel home with courtyard
and pool $97,500

Roomy home and 4 acres
$60,000

411
4

2700 sq. ft. home, swimming pool, overlooking lake, covered
boat dock. $99.500

Location, Location! Location! Just
listed Central gas heat. 3 BR
$48,500.

Home and 13 acres $76,500

166

Lakefront home with park like
front yard 577.500

Lovely home and 68 acres a short
distance from town

Have It Your Way' Remodeled
older home minutes from town
565.000

Turn of the century farmhouse
near lake $52.000

Like new home on 2 acres Just
listed Lots of charm and appeal
Upper $40's

4-Fles apartment in nice residen
nal neighborhood 845.000

411111Ir..

U

New listing at Barkley Shores
Barkley Lake S37,900

•

Well-kept home and 3 acres
$60,000

Home and 70 acres $79,900

sairmirrir 41.111101k-eraiii
Comfort and economy at Sunny
Lane $41,900

Redecorated and in immaculate
condition. $35,000.-41—real
charmer

Lakeway Shores, 3 BR. central
heat and air. 637,500.

Country charm 8 miles from Murray in Lynn Grove $36,000.

tessesnAroll11111111.111.111

ountry charm in Lynn Grove
537.000

4 bedroom. 2 bath home at
bargain price $39,900

Fresh on the market Three
bedroom, central gas heat large
workshop/garage $35,000

just listed and
House Beautiful
located minutes from town Low
$60's

Economical 2 bedroom home.
$28,600.

Very Sharp and modern 2
bedroom horn., private location
new Ky Lake $29,900

art;01 71
77111111r".7
.
e

Victorian charm on 0th,. St
$24,000

Three bedroom home in busines
zone Good condition $22.800

•

Two For One — Remodeled home
plus smaller home for $39,500.

Three bedroom home near the
university. Only $21,500.

Main home pkal 2 cabins new Kentucky Lake. $39.500 buys all

elloww"•

1
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Attractive and modern office
building in downtown Murray
$49,900

F (wrier

country store plus apart
rnent on city block sized tot It's
bargain at $25,000

Commercial bulding, one bedroom home, and metal barn on 17
acres near Kentucky Lake. $40,000

Commercial building plus vacant
lot in downtown Murray
$35.000

Wail-established aromas business
plus equipment, inventory,
building and lot $75.000

ell Murray & Calloway County
endly Folks At Kopperud Realty

(502) 753-1222
r

""'

et II 111

On* level home wit% courtyard
end pool $97.500

Unique design for carefree frying
$98.000

includes 14 acres $139,900

Large Traditional 6 BR. 4 bath
home with full basement
5114,500

One of Murray's finest. River wood Subdivision

Comfort and quality in this large
family home $129,900

%al
1
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Roomy home and 4 acres
$60.000

Like new 3 bedroom home
minutes from town 569,900

4 bedroom home in Canterbury
Subdivision $82,500 Phone
753-1222.

Lovely retirement home near Ky
Lake 569.500

Vintage charm on Main Street
$45.000

Attention Retirees' Immaculate
and comfortable home with
workshop garage $69,500

111V1641111111
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New listing at Barkley Shores
Barkley Lake $37 900

Lovely Lakeview in Panorama
Shores $47.900

Expansive
$52,900

not

expensive

40144...
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Just outside city limits $43.900

Rainbow's End Three bedrooms
no maintenance exterior
$43,500.

Affordable 4 BR 2 bath home
great location $49,900
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Fresh on the market Three
bedroom, central gas heat large
workshop/garage $35.000

Attractive ranch
$44.900

style home

Three bedroom home, stable for
horses, 2'/r acres $39 500

Close to downtown shopping
$39,500 Large greenhouse
included

Fisherman's Delight - Phone
753-1222 for details $34,900

'VrWr$ '

charming
Peaceful serenity
country home in beautiful setting
$42.000

.41W

1P-*•• •
Very Sharp and modern 2
bedroom home, private location
near Ky Lake $29.900

Three bedroom home just now on
the market 555.000

Country Sunshine — Lovely home
with garden spot $27.000

Lake home in Panorama Shores
Easy lake access $32.500

Friendly little home on Olive
Street Only $25,000

Duplex Apartment in excellent
condition 548.000

ANNOUNCING
tucky Lake. $39,500 buys

Cory bungalow, adjoins university
property $19,500

Another new listing Home and
5.5 acres with several out
buildings. $52.500.

Just listed Sharp 2 bedroom
home with central heat pump
$28,500

"IntrIPPri""

A new Kopperud Realty Service
A Toll Free Phone Number
For out-of-town customers

1-800-251-HOME
Ext. 711L
Well estebNehed grottery business
plus equipment, Inventory.
building end lot $75.000

Large commercial building in
downtown Murray 1142.000

Three bedroom home,commercial
building with apartment All for
$55,500

5,000 sq. ft. commerciel building
at corner of 4th & Olive Streets
cellent condition $65,000

(24 Hour Service)

111111 jih=

Located in the heart of the Jackson Purchase,
Murray, Kentucky is full of tradition and history.
The National Boy Scout Museum, Murray
State University, two excellent school systems,
great city parks, a beautiful library, nearness to
Kentucky Lake, are just a few of the features
which make Murray a great place to live and the
number 1 place to retire.
Murray offers an abundance of educational,

cultural and recreational advantages which few
communities our size have available. Kopperud
Realty offers an abundance of quality homes,
many of them are within your range.
We are Kopperud Realty are proud of our community. We've helped hundreds of families find
their dream home here, and we're committed to
providing you the best possible service.
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Murray and the Land
Between the Lakes.

Murray is less than a day's drive from a
third of the nation's population.

vXee_4„9.__
0Please send

Kentucky Lake is only a 20 minute drive
from Murray.

me full details about the advantages of buying or
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Multiple
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